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Abstract

The compositional relational programming (CRP) is a purely declarative
and naturally compositional programming paradigm, but the low readabil-
ity and some binding issues limit its use. The main purpose in this thesis is
utilizing the common binding patterns identified from Prolog programs to
improve current argument binding mechanism in CRP. In order to collect
relevant Prolog rules and convert them to a measurable form, a data min-
ing tool is built and applied to extract data from Prolog code repository.
After the analysis, two kinds of patterns are identified respectively, based
on the binding outside and inside the logical combination. Correspondingly,
the projection operator make is optimized for highlighting the dummy ar-
gument; three extended and combinators are proposed to handle common
binary combinations; the join operator is modified to efficiently and flexibly
combine multiple predicates. In the future, the usability of those improved
operators should be carefully evaluated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

The currently existing programming languages can be classified into several differ-
ent paradigms, of which declarative and imperative programming are two major
kinds. On the basis of Kowalski’s paradigm where algorithm = logic + control,
there are also two components to be considered while developing an algorithm in
a computer program: logic (the knowledge to be used in solving problems), and
control (the problem-solving strategies depending on which knowledge is used)
[15]. The main difference between the declarative and imperative programming
paradigm is their focus on these two elements.

The imperative program, based on the control flow aspect, provides statements
that mutate program’s state and focus on how to achieve the end goal through
step-by-step instructions. An example of imperative programming is procedu-
ral programming which contains at least one procedure in the program. The C
language, developed by Dennis Ritchie between 1969 and 1973 [18], is the best
known procedural programming language since it is predominant in programming
and available in any platform. With the combination of imperative programming
and other paradigms such as Object-oriented (OO) programming, those multi-
paradigm programming languages became more versatile and increasingly popu-
lar. According to the IEEE Spectrum [19], all the top five programming languages
in 2015 (Java, C, C++, Python, and C#) adhere to the imperative programming
disciplines. At present, most computer hardware are implemented in an imper-
ative way, hence imperative programming languages are easy to be applied and
understood on a computer. Traditional imperative languages introduce variables
and states into program with various statements or commands like assignments
that may influence and alter states or global variables, which is also called side
effects. Some side effects are necessary for interaction with external environments,
but the misuse of side effects reduce the readability and reusability of the code, or
even break code correctness if a change happens in the sequential execution.

By contrast, the declarative programming ignores the control flow but emphasizes
the logic aspect. To eliminate the side effects, the declarative paradigm only
describes what goals should be achieved without revealing details about how to
implement them. More specifically, it is goal-driven where problems are abstracted
computable logics and relations, so they can be solved through reasoning in a
logical space, as the implementation is “hidden” in the system. And declarative
programming has two essential properties [21]:

• Declarative programs ought to be compositional. “A pure declara-
tive program is composed of components that can each be written, tested,
and proved correct independently of other components and of its own past
history.”

• Reasoning about declarative programs is simple. “Programs written
in the declarative model are easier to reason about than programs written
in more expressive models.”
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1 INTRODUCTION

These two properties are important both for programming in large and small
domain. In declarative paradigm, logic programming (also known as relational
programming) is one of the main styles, where the definition of a program rests
on formal logic. The logic is expressed in terms of relations which are represented
by facts and rules in the form of clauses. Due to this feature, logic programming
is also regarded as a prime candidate for computational knowledge representation
[20] in knowledge management. In a knowledge-based system, the knowledge base
is constructed from logical formulas (i.e., facts and rules) and the inference engine
can be achieved via the built-in search mechanism of logic programming. Apart
from this, logic programs are always expressed in accordance with natural lan-
guage constructs humans use to specify constraints [14], so logic programming is
more suitable for developing some specific information systems that are based on
constraints (constraint programming).

Among various logic programming languages, Prolog is the most representative
and widespread one, it can be deemed as one branch of logic programming lan-
guages which includes plenty of derived languages. The clause in Prolog, firstly
developed by Alain Colmerauer in 1972 [5] and then widely used in the artificial
intelligence area (e.g., theorem proving and expert systems), is logically restricted
to Horn Clause form. The execution in a Prolog system is started by giving a
specific query as a goal, then the system will try to search a resolution refuta-
tion of negated query through SLD resolution. However, Prolog is not purely
declarative and it still has some procedural aspects in its semantics for improv-
ing its applicability. The hybrid of declarative and imperative paradigm does
enhance the flexibility when using Prolog for programming, but accompanied by
the break of some declarative features. For instance, in some cases the order of
clauses can influence the execution result and a number of operators like Cut ! are
controversial because they are not in Horn Clause form and are more like a flow
controller. So those limits could lead to a dilemma for Prolog: when using Prolog
for purely declarative programming, the ability of running program “backwards
and forwards” — the multi-directionality would be destroyed [1]; when considering
writing Prolog in an imperative style, why not choose other imperative program-
ming languages which would better conform to the imperative principle with a
lower cost?

Because of this, there is still a demand for a truly declarative programming, and
Compositional Relational Programming (CRP) is one of the branches of it. CRP
was firstly introduced and fully developed by Hamfelt and Nilsson in the 1990’s [7,
6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], whose main characteristics were defined as purely declarative
and naturally compositional. Furthermore, with efforts of Zetterström[25] and
Pacaci [16], it is also feasible for CRP to implement a visual representation in
order to improve its readability and usability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Purpose

The CRP language, Combilog, is used to represent CRP programs. In Combilog,
one distinct feature that differs from other logic programming languages is the
variable-free form, which is fundamental for enabling compositionality. This form
is achieved via some elementary predicates and operators which are specially de-
fined, like make as the projection operator. To address the issue of low readability
for the make operator, Pacaci and Hamfelt proposed an improved language, Com-
bilog with Name Projection (CNP) with a new syntax for generalised projection
by using named arguments [17]. But due to the variable-free form, the argument
binding inside the combination of predicates in both Combilog and CNP is more
inconvenient and complicated compared to other popular declarative programming
languages. Especially when the arguments set should be narrowed down after the
composition, the user has to use built-in operators repeatedly to rule out some
arguments. This nested expression is hard to follow and limits the use of Com-
bilog (the specific issue of binding arguments in Combilog will be highlighted and
elaborated in Section 2.2.5). To deal with this problem, common binding ways in
the logical relations ought to be wrapped into a single operator for simplification
of the code. However, since Combilog is a quite new language and has not yet
been applied in practice, there is not enough code to summarize the binding ways.
So we can only rely on other similar logic programming languages (like Prolog) to
find the common patterns.

Thus, the aim of this thesis is to identify common patterns to generalize the ways
of binding arguments in varied clauses via applying data mining techniques to
collect and analyse data from Prolog programs, then integrate discovered patterns
into the CRP based on the existed Combilog system to avoid the binding issues.
The main objectives are outlined as follows:

1. To identify common patterns of argument binding through data mining in
Prolog code repository.

2. To analyse and improve current operators in Combilog based upon identified
patterns.

1.2 Methodology

The methodology applied in this paper is a typical empirical research, where empir-
ical evidence are observed and analysed with the intention of gaining knowledge
or solving problems. As in the objectives stated above, this research contains
two main goals: Identification and Analysis. To identify possible patterns, data
mining techniques are adopted for a quantitative research, including data extrac-
tion, data transformation, classification and cluster, etc. Especially in the data
pre-processing step, there is no available tool that can directly translate specific
Prolog programs into statistical data to depict how arguments in the clauses are
bound. Therefore, a mining tool ought to be built initially in order that the plain-
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text code could be represented in multiple dimensions (i.e., variables) and used for
further data analysis. Once potential patterns are discovered, existed operators
might be insufficient to cover all of them, and they should be improved or even
redesigned. The proposition and realization of revised operators also involve some
kind of logical analysis on Combilog language which ensures these modifications
are consistent with its syntax and semantics.

1.3 Outline

The following is the structure of this dissertation:

Chapter 1 gives a brief discussion about two main programming paradigms (im-
perative and declarative) with their current state of the art, then introduces the
main research purposes and research methodology used in the study.

Chapter 2 presents the basic knowledge on syntax and semantics of both Prolog
and Combilog to support the research topic in theory. Meanwhile, the issues with
argument binding in Combilog are also illustrated.

Chapter 3 demonstrates how a tool is designed and built, which uses data mining
techniques to collect relevant Prolog rules from a Prolog code repository for seeking
common binding ways.

Chapter 4 summarizes binding patterns via utilizing statistical methods and
offers some suggestions for improving argument binding in Combilog.

Chapter 5 introduces and implements revised operators into Combilog to solve
problems concerning the argument binding, rendering a quick, simple and flexible
binding method and increasing the readability of Combilog code.

4



2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

2 Theoretical Framework and Background

This section aims at giving a brief description on the background of Prolog and
Combilog in connection with the research topic, which can familiarize readers
with the concepts and articulate the problems with current operators for binding
arguments.

2.1 Concepts in Prolog

2.1.1 Facts and Rules

Prolog defines the program logic as relations in the form of clauses which termi-
nates with a full stop [2]. There are two types of clauses in a Prolog system: facts
and rules.

In Prolog, a fact is unconditionally true. Given a statement of the fact that
“Leonardo won a Oscar award in 2016.”, for example, in Prolog it could be ex-
pressed as

won Oscar(′Leonardo′, 2016).

where the ”won Oscar” is the predicate functor (name) and ‘Leonardo’, 2016 are
arguments enclosed within parentheses and separated by commas.

A rule is the extension of a fact with an extra condition that has to be satisfied
for the clause to be true. It has a head and body separated by symbol “:-” which
means if [4]:

Head : −Body.

The head is a predicate with arguments (it can also have no argument) that is
similar to a fact, followed by the body which consists of the calls of other predicates
which can be seen as the goal of the rule. Several goals are separated by a comma
“,” (i.e., AND) that implies logical conjunction of them or semicolon “;” (i.e., OR)
which denotes disjunction [2].

An example of a conjunctive goals is

grandparent(X, Y ) : −parent(X,Z), parent(Z, Y ).

This rule can be read as X is the grandparent of Y if there exists Z whose parent
is X, and Z is also the parent of X.

The other example of a disjunction is shown below:

parent(X, Y ) : −father(X, Y );mother(X, Y ).

which means X is the parent of Y if Y’s father is X or mother is X. However the OR
operator “;” is not recommended to be used since it would reduce the readability
of the code, so rather than dividing them by “;”, the following is preferred.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

parent(X, Y ) : −father(X, Y ).

parent(X, Y ) : −mother(X, Y ).

2.1.2 Terms

All data objects in Prolog are called terms. So a term is either [3]:

• A constant, which can be an atom or a number.

• A variable.

• A compound term.

Figure 2.1 illustrates their relations:

Data Objects

Compound Terms Simple Terms

Constants

Atoms Numbers

Variables

Figure 2.1: Data Objects in Prolog.

An atom means a single data item in Prolog, which is indivisible by operation of
the language. It may be composed of upper-case and lower-case letters, digits and
some special characters (available special characters are + - * / < > = : . &

~) and has four types:

1) A string of letters starting with a lower case letter and the rest can also
contain digits as well as the underscore character “ ”., like uppsala, b123,
oscar Award.

2) A String enclosed in single quotes and can contain any characters without
any limits. Like ‘Is 2 < 1 ?’.

3) A string of special characters, such as <--->, ===> . But it’s important
to avoid predefined strings or characters, e.g., the Cut operator !, numerous
arithmetic and comparison operators.

4) The empty list [ ] since it is indivisible.

Numbers in Prolog can be integer numbers or real numbers.

6



2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

Variables in Prolog are strings of letters, digits, and underscore (“ ”) characters
which start with a capital letter (e.g., A, X1, Var 1 ) or underscore (e.g., , X1,
Var). In particular, the variable “ ” with single underscore denotes an anonymous

variable when the variable is unnecessarily instantiated [2]. For example:

has a parent(X) : −parent( , X).

This means X has parent if there is a person who is X’s parent, but it is unnecessary
to know who the person actually is, thereby an anonymous variable can be placed
here. Unlike other variables, each time a single underscore character occurs in
a clause, it represents a new anonymous variable and may have a different value
then the others.

In Prolog, compound terms are also known as structures which comprise a function
symbol (whose identifier is also an atom) followed by zero or more terms called
arguments [4]. An atom is considered to be a compound term of arity 0. One
example of structures is the location on earth that is described with latitude and
longitude, so the location of Uppsala can be written in the structure form:

location(‘Uppsala′, ‘59.8581N ′, ‘17.6447E ′)

Incidentally, the arithmetic with comparison operations in Prolog also belong to
compound terms but they are usually expressed in the infix notation. In regard
to the operation of adding two variable X,Y : +(X,Y), they can be also written as
X+Y.

Another special form of structure is the list. A non-empty list may also be rep-
resented in the term syntax with built-in function name “.” [2]. So a list [1, 2,
3], for instance, in term-style becomes .(1, .(2, .(3, []))), but this approach is so
burdensome that it is rarely used.

2.1.3 Common Operators

Primary arithmetic and comparison operators in Prolog are listed in Table 2.1 and
Table 2.2 [24].

Table 2.1: Some Arithmetic Operators in Prolog
Operator Meaning Example
+ addition 2 is 1 + 1 or +(1, 1).
- subtraction 1 is 2 - 1.
* multiplication 4 is 2 * 2.
/ division 2 is 6 / 3.
// integer division 1 is 5 // 3.
mod integer remainder 1 is 9 mod 4.
** exponentiation 8 is 2 ** 3.

7



2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

Table 2.2: Comparison Operators in Prolog

Comparison Definition
X = Y succeeds if X and Y unify (match) in the Prolog sense
X \= Y succeeds if X and Y do not unify; i.e. if not (X = Y)
T1 == T2 succeeds if terms T1 and T2 are identical
T1 \== T2 succeeds if terms T1 and T2 are not identical
E1 =:= E2 succeeds if values of expressions E1 and E2 are equal
E1 =\= E2 succeeds if values of expressions E1 and E2 are not equal
E1 <E2 succeeds if numeric value of expression E1 is <numeric value of E2
E1 =<E2 succeeds if numeric value of expression E1 is ≤ numeric value of E2
E1 >E2 succeeds if numeric value of expression E1 is >numeric value of E2
E1 >= E2 succeeds if numeric value of expression E1 is ≥ numeric value of E2
T1 @<T2 succeeds if T1 is alphabetically <T2
T1 @=<T2 succeeds if T1 is alphabetically ≤ T2
T1 @>T2 succeeds if T1 is alphabetically >T2
T1 @>= T2 succeeds if T1 is alphabetically ≥ T2

A special case in arithmetic operators is the built-in predicate is/2 which is used
to evaluate the left-hand argument with the right-hand arithmetic expression. If
the left-hand argument is a variable, it will be unified with the evaluation result of
right-hand arithmetic expression. By comparison, the = operator is unevaluated
unification. Their difference can be illustrated by follow examples:

?− X is 2 + 1.

X = 3

?− X = 2 + 1.

X = 2 + 1

?− 3 is 2 + 1.

yes

?− 3 = 2 + 1.

no

Additionally, the Cut operator ! also needs to be mentioned in this part. In fact,
it is a goal that prevents unwanted backtracking in Prolog syntax but is not in
Horn Clause form, which causes it to be a debatable operator in Prolog. The
Cut is designed to improve the efficiency of program, whereas it could also distort
intended logical meaning [2], so it ought to be used sparingly. There are two
different Cut depending on its influence on logical interpretation:

8



2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

• Green Cut: If the removal of an existed Cut does not influence the previous
declarative interpretation, like:

humax(X) : − man(X), !.

human(X) : − \+ man(X), women(X).

• Red Cut: If the removal of an existed Cut does influence the previous declar-
ative interpretation, such as:

humax(X) : − man(X), !.

human(X) : − women(X).

Both two examples express X is either a man or woman if X is a human. After
removing the Cut operator, the meaning of second example is changed to: X is
a man or woman (including the case that X is both man and woman) if X is a
human.

2.1.4 Declarative and Procedural Meaning

As previously discussed, Prolog define algorithms in a declarative way: relations
in terms of clauses. At the same time, due to its special execution process, these
clauses can be interpreted in the procedural way [2].

Consider an abstract clause

H : −P,Q.

where the declarative reading of it is: H is true if P and Q are true or From P
and Q follows H.

A possible procedural interpretation could be: To solve problem H, first solve
the sub-problem P and then the sub-problem Q. The declarative and procedural
meaning of a clause with a disjunct-goal (like P;Q) could be interpreted in the
same manner.

Although features of Prolog encourage programmers to utilize the declarative
paradigms during programming without consideration about the procedural imple-
mentation, the execution that specifies how Prolog answers questions is achieved
in a procedural way through mainly using backtracking. This means Prolog is
non-deterministic as there could be multiple definitions for the same procedure
[23]. Consider the following clauses:

abs value(X,X) : −
X >= 0.

abs value(X, Y ) : −
Y is −X.

9



2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BACKGROUND

The abs value takes a number and returns the absolute value. The first clause
checks whether the given argument is no less than 0, if so it will return the ar-
gument itself; if not then backtrack to second clause that return negation of the
argument. Nonetheless, if the order of above changes as shown below, the original
logical meaning will also change and give rise to potential wrong answers.

abs value(X, Y ) : −
Y is −X.

abs value(X,X) : −
X >= 0.

2.2 Concepts in Combilog

For the sake of purely declarative programming along with the compositional prin-
ciple, Hamfelt and Nilsson proposed the CRP paradigm in the 1990s. After years’
efforts [7, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], a new naturally compositional and entirely declara-
tive logic programming language, named Combilog ,was established and improved
by them. In analogy to traditional logic programming languages like Prolog, Com-
bilog program is mainly composed of clauses represented by predicates. However,
the new predicates are generated compositionally rested on predefined elementary
predicates through utilizing higher-level operators: logical combinators, projec-
tion and recursion operators. This means the traditional clause is redefined in
Combilog as [13]

p← ϕ

in which the ground combinatory predicate expression ϕ in Backus-Naur form
is:

< term >::=< pid > | < comb > (< term > ,< term >∗)

where the < pid > is the predicate and < comb > is one of above-mentioned
operators.

Hence the procedural aspects of programming could be dismissed and the variable-
free form, in accordance with a Herbrand Universe H [8], could be realized in
Combilog. In next sections those basic concepts will be introduced in detail.

2.2.1 Elementary Predicates

Since Combilog using combination form to define and yield new predicates or pro-
grams, some predefined ground predicates are necessarily needed to be used as
fundamental building blocks in a program. Hamfelt and Nilsson identified four
elementary predicates in Combilog [8], they are: id (identity predicate), cons (list

10
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constructor predicate), constc (declaring constant c predicate) and true (true pred-
icate), the following Table 2.3 summarizes these elementary predicates [13].

Table 2.3: Elementary Predicate in Combilog
Name Arity Extension relation Clause

id 2 {〈x, x〉|x ∈ H} id(X,X)
cons 3 {〈x, y, [x|y]〉|x, y ∈ H} cons(X, Y, [X|Y ])
constc 1 {〈c〉} constc(c)
true 0 {〈〉} true()

With the aid of pre-define predicates, we can easily define some new predicates
(still in Prolog syntax):

1 % Create a new predicate to see if

2 % a person is Bob’s father.

3 % Since there is no subscrpt in

4 % real code , we use const_c as

5 % the substitution.

6 is_Bob_father(X) :-

7 father(X,Y), const_Bob(Y).

8
9 % Check whether a argument X is

10 % the member of a list L.

11 member(X,L) :-

12 cons(H,_,L), id(X,H).

13 member(X,L) :-

14 cons(_,T,L), member(X,T).

Note that the above code only aims to explain how elementary predicates in Com-
bilog actually work, so the above code may seem cumbersome and redundant in
Prolog syntax. But in fact, those predicates can be achieved in a variable-free form
via higher-level operators which are not yet presented, they will be introduced in
the rest of this chapter.

2.2.2 Combinators

To fulfil the compositionality in Combilog, which means a new predicate is recur-
sively made up of multiple sub-predicates or basic predicates, two combinators:
and & or are introduced in Combilog. Analogous to logical operators AND “,”
and OR “;” in Prolog, the two combinators denote standard logical conjunction
and disjunction meaning:

and(P, ..., Q)(X1, ..., Xn)← P (X1, ..., Xn) ∧ ... ∧Q(X1, ..., Xn)
or(P, ..., Q)(X1, ..., Xn)← P (X1, ..., Xn) ∨ ... ∨Q(X1, ..., Xn)

11
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In Combilog syntax the and and or count as higher-order functions which form
a new predicate that constitutes a logical combination of sub-predicates taken as
arguments. The parent predicate in Section 2.1.1, for example, is reshaped in
Combilog syntax using the or combinator.

1 % Original Prolog code

2 parent(X,Y) :-

3 father(X, Y); mother(X,Y)).

4
5 % Using ‘or’ to replace the ‘;’

6 % with arguments list displayed.

7 parent(X,Y) :-

8 or(father , mother )(X,Y).

9
10 % Since the head and body have

11 % the same arguments list , they

12 % can be offset by each other

13 % and only predicate names are kept ,

14 % thus achieving the variable -free form.

15 parent :- or(father , mother ).

Nevertheless, this clause presented has the same argument list on both sides,
thus they can be cancelled out. According to the original combinators’ denotion,
predicates enclosed in a combinator predicate ought to have the same arity so
that their arguments could be bound into the new predicate without breaking
the variable-free form. This limits the applicability of these combinators, and
therefore, we will introduce other operators to break this restriction.

2.2.3 Projection Operators

To combine sub-predicates with different sets of arguments, we have to consider
how to reorder argument lists, eliminate unbounded arguments and introduce
new arguments in a predicate with the variable-free form upheld. In Combilog
a generalized projection operator make is implemented to realize these argument
manipulations.

Hamfelt and Nilsson defined the make operator as [12]

[[make[µ1, ..., µm](p)]]m = {〈tµ1 , ..., tµm〉 ∈ Hm|∃〈t1, ..., tn〉 ∈ [[p]]n}

or in clause form [13]

make[µ1, ..., µm](P )(Xµ1 , ..., Xµm)← P (X1, ..., Xn)

where the make operator takes a list of indices and a predicate as two arguments,
then yielding a new projected predicate whose argument list is specified by the
index list. Each index is the counterpart of an argument in the argument list. That
is to say, the make operator can pick or add arguments from sub-predicates (i.e.,
the body predicates of a rule) to the new predicate (head of rule) with reference

12
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to the index list that indicates the order and position of arguments in predicates.
The following code illustrates how the make works in Combilog:

1 % The following example is not in variable -free form

2 % for showing the arguments mapping after make

3 % projection operation.

4 % Reverse arguments in greater_than /2 where the

5 % first arg in greater_than /2 is bound to the

6 % second arg in less_than /2 and second ...

7 less_than(Y,X) :-

8 make ([2,1], greater_than(X,Y)).

9
10 % Remove second args from cons/3 to build a

11 % new head/2 predicate

12 head(X,[X|Y]) :-

13 make ([1,3], cons(X,Y,[X|Y])).

14
15 % Introduce a new unbound or dummy arg Z in pred /2.

16 add_dummy_into_pred(X,Y,Z) :-

17 make([1,2,3], pred(X,Y))

18
19 % Use make with logical AND to bind arguments into

20 % new predicate.

21 % After make project a new predicate , which take

22 % man/1 first arg as first arg and introduce an

23 % unbound arg as second arg , is created and then

24 % combined with parent /2 to yield father /2.

25 father(X,Y) :-

26 and(parent(X,Y), make ([1,2],man(X)).

27
28 % Rewrite it in variable -free form

29 father :- and(parent ,make ([1,2],man )).

30
31 % Rewrite grandparent /2 in 2.1.1 in variable -free

32 % form by using make.

33 %:

34 grandparent(X,Y) :-

35 parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y).

36
37 % The second arg of first parent /2 and first arg

38 % of second parent /2 are bound toghether but not

39 % included in grandparent /2. While rest args are

40 % bound to the two args in grandparent /2.

41 grandparent :-

42 make ([1,3],

43 and(make([1,2,3], parent),

44 make([3,1,2], parent )).

13
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2.2.4 Recursion Operators

One distinct feature in Combilog compared to other logic programming languages
is that it has predefined operators to deal with recursion instead of passing the
buck of implementing the recursive procedure to programmers. There are two
default list recursion operators: foldr (i.e., foldright) and foldl (i.e., foldleft) in-
spired by functional programming methodology [9] with the following clause defi-
nitions:

foldr(P,Q)([], Y, Z)← Q(Y, Z)

foldr(P,Q)([X|T ], Y,W )← foldr(P,Q)(T, Y, Z) ∧ P (X,Z,W )

foldl(P,Q)([], Y, Z)← Q(Y, Z)

foldl(P,Q)([X|T ], Y,W )← P (X, Y, Z) ∧ foldr(P,Q)(T, Z,W )

where Q counts as the predicate in the base case and P is in the recursion
case.

From their definitions, it is easy to tell the difference between the two operators.
The foldr is traditional recursion where the compiler iteratively breaks down a
problem into sub-problems until reaching the base case then comes back to initial
recursive call to accumulate the result, while the foldl is more akin to tail recursion
in which the result is directly accumulated once it is passed to next recursive call
rather than waiting for reaching the base case. A better explanation for it is listed
below:

1 % Use recursion to accumulate total for

2 % each number in a list.

3
4 % The plus predicate that calculate the

5 % sum of first two args.

6 plus(X,Y,X+Y).

7
8 % Give a list:

9 [1,2,3,4]

10
11 % Use foldr to achieve the recursion.

12 ?- foldr(plus ,id)([1,2,3,4],0,Sum).

13 % The base care id(0,Sum) set the initial

14 % value of Sum as 0.

15 % The calculation procedure is:

16 % Sum = 1 + (2 + (3 + (4 + 0))) = 10.

17
18 % Above recursion can also be expressed in

19 % the foldl form , but it is more complicated

20 % and will not be listed , but its calculation

21 % procedure would be:

22 % Sum = (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) + 0 = 10.

14
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In Prolog, an ordinary recursion may be rewritten in the tail recursion by adding
an accumulator variable. Likewise, regarding Combilog it has been proved that
foldr could be defined in terms of foldl and vice versa, which is also named a
duality theorem by Hamfelt and Nilsson [9]. They also proved that it is viable to
define any natural number recursion in the form of foldr by exploiting an auxiliary
argument carrying a list whose length n represents the natural number n [10]. But
the explanation and proof of these theorems is beyond the scope in this thesis,
accordingly we will skip them.

The following example shows how the append predicate is written in a variable-free
form of Combilog using foldr.

1 % Original definition of append in Prolog.

2 append ([],L,L).

3 append ([H|T],L2 ,[H|L3]) :-

4 append(T,L2,L3).

5
6 % Rewrite above clauses by by exploiting

7 % elementary predicates and combinators

8 % in Combilog.

9 append(L1 ,L2 ,L3):-

10 or(

11 and(const_ [](L1),

12 id(L2 ,L3)),

13 and(cons(H1 ,T1 ,L1),

14 append(T1 ,L2 ,L4),

15 cons(H1,L4,L3))).

16
17 % append rewritten in variable -free form.

18 append :- foldr(cons ,id).

From the above definitions and examples, it is plain that default recursion ter-
mination is to match an empty list. However in most cases, recursion may not
be merely terminated by reaching a particular empty list, or not even in a list
structure. To cope with this situation, Hamfelt and Nilsson proposed a general
recursive operator named linrec to deliver a linear, unbounded recursion. The
linrec could be re-expressed by default fold recursion, for more details see Hamfelt
and Nilsson (1997)[10].

2.2.5 Problem with Argument Binding

Despite that current operators and structures in Combilog are adequate to perform
most basic operations, there are still some deficiencies associated with binding ar-
guments when combining multiple predicates, especially when using the projection
operator together with logical combinators. We will demonstrate them, starting
with the following code and explanation:

1 % Original definition of cousin () in Prolog.

15
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2 cousin(X,Y) :-

3 parent(W,X), parent(Z,Y), sibling(W,Z).

4
5 % Rewritten in Combilog

6 cousin :-

7 make ([1,2],

8 and(make([2,3,1,4], parent),

9 make([3,2,4,1], parent),

10 make([3,4,1,2], sibling ))).

11 % where the corresponding variables mapping

12 % list after AND combination is [X,Y,W,Z].

13
14 % Take a look at a more complicate one

15 % which rewrites the append () in 2.2.4

16 % without using fold recursion.

17 append :- or(

18 and(

19 make([1,2,3], const_ []),

20 make([3,2,1],id)),

21 make([1,2,3],

22 and(

23 make([3,4,5,1,2,6],cons),

24 and(

25 make([4,2,5,6,1,3], append),

26 make([4,5,3,1,6,2],cons )))).

In the above examples, to bind arguments from different sub-predicates in the
composition and assign some of them to new generated predicates, the programmer
needs to use the make operator to create an implicit index list which ought to
invoke all arguments from sub-predicates in Combilog. If a sub-predicate does not
have ample valid arguments to match other predicates, dummy (i.e., unbound)
argument(s) will be introduced in its projection. All arguments from different sub-
predicates with the same position in index lists will be bound together. Finally,
the listed arguments will be assigned to the new predicate via make projection
again if some of the arguments are bound to the new predicates.

As described above, this binding way is too onerous and even reduce the readability
of the code, which makes it so hard for users to follow how and which arguments are
bound. To fix the low readability issue caused by the make projection operator,
Pacaci and Hamfelt ameliorated it by introducing a new syntax for generalised
projection with named arguments, called Combilog with Named Projection (CNP).
In CNP, what differs from Combilog is that CNP introduces names to arguments
rather than using numeric indices to manipulate arguments [17]. In addition,
arguments with the same name are bound together in CNP instead of relying on
the same index. This is more similar to the binding strategy in Prolog through
using variables. The following example shows some fundamental operations in
CNP:

16
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1 % Define a predicate with named argument list.

2 p(arg1 , arg2 , arg3).

3
4 % where p has three args initially

5 % named: arg1 , arg2 , arg3.

6
7 % Change the name of argument called arg1

8 % to argA and assign all three args to q.

9 %:

10 q :- p(arg1:argA , arg2 , arg3).

11
12 % where q has three args named:

13 % argA , arg2 , arg3.

14 % ‘A:B’ means changing name A to B.

15
16 % Remove the arg named arg2 and introduce

17 % a new dummy arg named argB.

18 q :- p(arg1 , arg3 , :arbB).

19
20 % where q has three args named:

21 % arg1 , arg3 , argB.

22 % ‘:B’ means introduce a dummy arg named B.

23
24 % Now rewrite the cousin () using named projection.

25 % Assume the initial argument names in

26 % parent () and sibling () are:

27 parent(Parent , Child).

28 sibling(Person1 , Person2 ).

29
30 cousin :-

31 and(

32 parent(Parent:Parent1 , Child:Person1),

33 parent(Parent:Parent2 , Child:Person2),

34 sibling(Person1 , Person2 )).

35 (Person1 , Person2 ).

36
37 % Note that the last line means only choosing

38 % arguments named Person1 and Person2 are included

39 % in cousin(), which is similar to make ([1 ,2] ,...) in

40 % original version.

From the above code, it may be observed that even though CNP does enhance
the readability of the code, the argument binding issue is still not completely
solved. Both in Combilog and CNP the programmer is forced to designate which
arguments should be bound to the new predicate after the composition (we call
it binding outside composition). And with combinations accumulating, the index
list may snowball into an overwhelming size. Thus what we are continuing to do
is to explore and summarize common binding ways in other logic programming
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languages, in this case we focus on Prolog. Then we should improve the current
operators in Combilog by drawing on the identified patterns. So that the binding
process could be executed simultaneously within each combination (binding inside
composition) in a subtle way. In other words, we intend to reduce the make-
and-make triple-nested-operator form to a simpler form for common bindings, as
shown below.

1 % In traditional Combilog syntax , a combination of predicates

2 % is always achieved using the make -and -make form.

3 % Like h(X,Z):- p1(X,Y),p2(Y,Z) with

4 % binding outside composition.

5 h:- make ([1,3],

6 and(make([1,2,3],p1),

7 make([3,1,2],p2))).

8
9 % If there exists a common binding way , then the above

10 % combination might be represented by a single operator ,

11 % this is called binding inside composition.

12 h:- simple_comb(p1,p2).

13
14 % This change could improve the usability of Combilog

15 % and ease the burden on programmers and readers.

18
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3 Data Mining Tool

This chapter discusses how to design and build a data mining tool in the C# pro-
gramming language, which is applied on the Prolog code repository to retrieve rule
clauses where the argument binding occurs. It begins with the basic idea of gath-
ering pertinent rule clauses, selection of clauses and converting them into a unified
and statistically measurable form. Some important details are also be explained
and listed to help readers getting a better understanding of this program.

3.1 Overview of the Program

To discover common patterns from Prolog code examples, the primary task is
to make unstructured source code quantifiable. Specifically, what we want to
collect and explore are exactly the basic “rule” clauses describing relations declar-
atively, which involve the argument binding among predicates. They should be
transformed into a structured form in order that we can better measure how the
arguments inside are bound, and in what way, into the head of the rule. To ac-
complish this, two approaches could be adopted. The most straightforward way
is to build a kind of “compiler” program that can understand and execute Prolog
code in terms of the logic. Later the program will pick out declarative rules auto-
matically and trace the process of argument binding in them. This way seems to
be reliable, but in a sense, not practical. Building a “real” interpreter for Prolog
code is time-consuming and also beyond the scope of this thesis, as this is merely
a part the data mining process of our study. So another simpler way is to directly
locate and extract available rules from a repository via related keyword lookup.
According to the definitions and concepts of Prolog terms given in Section 2.1,
it is possible to find clauses in rule form and sift through them using keywords
associated with Prolog syntax. Afterwards those declarative and measurable rules
can be transformed into statistical data for further analysis. In this article we take
the second way and embrace C# as programming language.

Thus, the main purpose of this program is to extract relevant rules from a Prolog
code repository, then transform, screen out and standardize some complex or
unsuitable expressions to gather rules in a unified form without changing their
logical meanings. Figure 3.1 below shows the key steps in the program and more
details will be introduced in the next sections.
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Start

Read all *.pl file from a given file path

1. Remove all comments in the code

2. Extract and transform clauses in rule form

Has OR in rule(s)? 3. Divide rule according to OR

4. Filter out some complex rules based on restrictions or keywords

5. Standardize every predicates in the unified form

6. Collect statistical data

Store clauses and related statictics into files

End

Yes

No

Figure 3.1: Program Flowchart.

3.2 Key Components in the Program

3.2.1 Extracting Rule Clauses

From 2.1.1, we know the basic form of rule in Prolog is “head:- body.” where
the if “:-” divide a clause into the head and body with end marker “.” in the last.
For most cases, the symbol “:-” is often written behind the head in the same line,
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whilst the body block can follow in the same line or in a new line, like:

head : − head : −body1,
body1, body2,

body2, ...

...

But the head could be divided into multiple lines in source code if it is too long
or complicate, such as:

head(compoundArg1,

compoundArg2,

...) : −

The last kind of clause will not be retrieved from the source code since the com-
pound terms (structures, arithmetic operations and list, for more details see Sec-
tion 2.1.2) in predicate as arguments can obscure the argument binding process.
The compound term also has its own arguments, so it will be difficult to know
where these arguments are bound to if we use keyword to track them without
understanding their logic. Therefore, even though the above example was writ-
ten in the same line: head(compoundArg1, compoundArg2, ...) : −, it would also
be excluded from the retrieved data via building filters (we will discuss more in
3.2.3).

Furthermore, there are plenty of other forms of rule in Prolog code due to different
programming styles. For instance, some programmers may prefer to put if “:-” in
a single line or at the start of body predicates in a new line, like:

head(...)

: −
body(...).

Those unusual forms are too diverse to be taken into account. And a few people
would use these programming styles which are not widely used. Most programmers
are still writing rule clause of Prolog in the first two manners.

Here we only consider the first two styles when collecting Prolog projects to create
a repository. The extraction strategy in this program is to identify and draw any
code blocks which starts and ends with “(head) : −” and “(body predicates).”
respectively. All clauses that contain these two markers (“:-” and “.”) are picked
up from the source code.

But before the extraction, all comments in the source code ought to be removed.
The reason for removing all comments is that the above extraction and follow-
ing filters rest on checking keywords, the extraction process will be affected if
a comment also contains such keywords. For example, given the following code
example:
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append ([],L,L). % Base case.

append ([H|T],L2 ,[H|L3]) :- % Recursion case.

append(T,L2 ,L3).

The comment “Recursion case.” also contains the character “.” at the end of
the line, and this conflicts with the real end marker after “append(T,L2,L3)”,
which makes the extraction results unreliable. Hence all comments should be
eliminated to avoid unnecessary interference. In Prolog, there are two forms of
comments.

1. Line-comment starting with the character ‘%’ at the end of line:

% One -line comment

% Multi -line comment as block -comments ,

% ...,

% Multi -line comment as block -comments

Codes. % After -code comment in same line

2. Block-comment between the symbol ‘/*’ and ‘*/’ (including multiple lines).:

/* One -line comment */

/* Multi -line comment as block -comments ,

...,

Multi -line comment as block -comments */

Codes. /* After -code comment in same line */

To filter out one-line comments, the program locates all “%” characters in the
source code, then remove any text from the comment marker “%” to the end of
the line; for block-comments between “/*” and “*/”, it searches both symbols
occurring in matching pairs and any text (including multi-line) between paired
symbols will be deleted. In this paper we ignore the nested comments in the
form of “/* ... /* ... */” which are allowed in SWI-Prolog, as this type
of comments are too rare to be found in most Prolog source code and no such
comment exist in our code repository.

For the full implementation of the above functions in C#, please see Appendix A.

3.2.2 Transformation on Clauses

In fact, not all clauses are composed of only simple predicates, many of them are
presented in a sophisticated form which may contain non-predicate form or nested
expression of conjunction (,) and disjunction (;). And it is hard to literally describe
the manner of argument binding in those complicated clauses. For this reason we
need to predigest some difficult clauses without breaking their logical form. At
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present we select and implement three kinds of transformations in Prolog clauses
(see C# implementation — clauseTransformation class in Appendix A):

1. Transforming strings (‘...’) as arguments into a recognizable form

The string (‘...’) is one of the basic atoms in Prolog. Some strings might also
contain special characters or keywords which could give rise to unexpected
disturbance for the following mining steps, thus all strings existing in rules
should be replaced by a universal name. In the program we use the form
”@strN” (N is the index exploited to distinguish different strings in the rule)
to substitute for original strings, after that the transformed string atoms
can be easily identified by spotting the ”@” character, since other sorts of
atom are not allowed to contain this character. A simple example of the
transformation would be

h(′string A!′,′ string B!′, ...) : −b1(′string A!′, ...), b2(′string B!′, ...).

after transformation−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ h(@str1,@str2, ...) : −b1(@str1, ...), b2(@str2, ...).

Like the block-comment, every string is located via character by character
searching for paired single quotes, then substituted by the given text. To
guarantee that strings with the same content have the same name, we set
up a string list in C# to store string(s) from a rule and utilize it to detect
duplicate strings, then allocate them the same index N.

2. Converting arithmetic operations to predicate form

Arithmetic operations in Prolog are often written in the infix notation as
syntactic sugar to facilitate readability, similarly Prolog predicate can be
conceived of as the prefix notation. Different expressions are supposed to be
dealt with individually and carefully. Therefore we require every extracted
rule to be made up of expressions in predicate (prefix) form, e.g. p(...) :
−q1(...), q2(...), ..., qn(...). But it is important to be aware that some of the
arithmetic operators are not real predicates, even if they could be expressed
in predicate form. Instead they are actually functions. The main difference
between a predicate and a function in Prolog is the return value. A predicate
is represented in a boolean value — either true or false, which is evaluated by
the system; whereas functions might return other values. For instance the
predicate is(3, 3) or (3 is 3) will return true when querying it in Prolog; but
when we query the function +(1, 2) or (1 + 2) in Prolog system, it cannot
be evaluated and an error is displayed, as its return value is the number 3.

We herein include three kinds of arithmetic operators for the transformation:
comparison (>,<,>=,=<, etc.), equality (is) and unification (=) operators,
as they can be treated as predicates and return boolean values. Firstly the
program looks up the above operators in a Prolog clause, then extracts any
expression containing them and convey arguments contained within it to a
new predicate. Finally, the program replaces the arithmetic expression with
a new predicate in the rule. In regard to the name (i.e., functor) of the
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new predicate, it is unnecessary to keep it consistent with the corresponding
operator, because we concentrate on how arguments in predicates are bound
and mapped, rather than what relations are expressed by those predicates.
As an example, the rule clause

has common divisor(X, Y ) : −
0 is X mod Z,

0 is Y mod Z.

could be translated into

a(X, Y ) : − b(0, X, Z), c(0, Y, Z).

By observing the reshaped version without meaningful predicate names, we
can easily know that the first arguments of two predicates in body b/3 and
c/3 are bound to number zero. Meanwhile, both the second arguments of
the two predicates (X and Y) are bound to the head predicate a/2. And
the third arguments of two predicates are bound together. From this we can
conclude that the meaning of a predicate in clauses could be omitted when
we only concern the argument binding.

However, the transformation on arithmetic operations dose not encompass
all arithmetic operators because some of them are functions instead of pred-
icates. Even though the function cannot appear alone in a clause, it may
be taken by predicates as an argument, such as “plus(X, Y,X + Y )”. The
function used as an argument in the predicate is akin to other compound
terms, which renders the argument binding process vague. Due to this fact,
after the arithmetic transformation, any clause still containing arithmetic
functions as its arguments will be removed. But in fact, the expression
“0 is X mod Z” in previous example can be seen as “is(0, X mod Z)”
where the value of “X mod Z” is the second argument. Owing to the is
inside it, this expression is treated as the equality operation and is changed
to predicate form “p(0, X, Z)” during the transformation.

3. Iteratively breaking down nested expressions via removing the OR
operator

The OR (;) relational operator is controversial in Prolog. Although it is
one of the elementary operators, it is not always recommended to be used
because it reduces code readability. As we discussed in Section 2.1.1, a rule
that includes OR could be reduced to two or more simpler sub-rules with no
OR operator inside, and the logical meaning remains unchanged. But in the
actual code, both styles could exist. The mix of conjunction and disjunction
in a rule leads to a nested expression and makes the exploration on argu-
ment binding problematic, hence all extracted rules are decomposed to the
simplest form by removing OR operator(s). In the meantime, the original
rules with the disjunctive goals inside are collected and saved separately for
further analysis.
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To reach the simplest rule form, the program checks whether the body of a
rule clause has an OR operator. If there exists an OR, it will break down the
clause into two sub-clauses according to the meaning of OR and then check
these new sub-clauses. This process will continue until no OR appears in
the sub-clauses. In some cases, predicates connected by OR operators may
be surrounded by parentheses, because the precedence of OR is higher than
that of AND (,). This means AND binds harder than OR, parentheses are
used to specify the intended order of operations. For example, there could
be nested parentheses in a complicated clause: P : −Q, ((R;S);T, U). The
decomposition process of it is shown below.

P:-Q,((R;S);T,U).

P:- Q,(R;T,U).

P:-Q,R. P:-Q,T,U.

P:-Q,(S;T,U).

P:-Q,T,U. P:-Q,S.

Figure 3.2: Example of Decomposition Process

This process can be accomplished through searching the deepest nested
pair of parentheses where a semicolon “;” lies and splitting the expression
into a list of sub-expressions by the semicolon. Then the expression in
the original clause is replaced with each sub-expression yielding the sub-
clauses. This loop is stopped when all occurrences of OR are removed
from a clause. To achieve this, several auxiliary methods for matching the
parentheses are implemented in a separate class parenthesesGetter (Ap-
pendix A). This decomposition process is implemented in removeOr method
of clauseTransformation class in Appendix A.

Nonetheless, it is obvious that the coverage of our proposed transformations re-
mains limited. Because of this, remaining complex clauses that seem less easy to
simplify will be filtered out of the collection in next step.

3.2.3 The Clauses Filter

This step is used to wipe off some complex clauses and clauses that are inap-
propriate to be covered in this study. Complex clauses are those which hold
compound terms as arguments. As we mentioned earlier, their existence make the
“trail” of argument binding difficult to be discovered. Based on Section 2.1.2,
there are three different types of compound terms: structure, list and arith-
metic function. What those terms have in common is that they all have ar-
guments within themselves, which causes a nested structure in a predicate, like
time zone(N, location(Longitude, Latitude)). Those clauses that have terms in
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prefix notation are directly ruled out through detecting the nested parentheses
from them. In the previous transformation step, several arithmetic operations are
translated into the standard predicate form coinciding with prefix notation and
the nested expressions caused by the OR (;) operator are reduced to the simplest
form. Thus a nested structure is supposed to show up when a compound terms
is used as an argument (we disregard other advanced programming techniques).
Additionally, to eliminate other clauses containing traditional lists([]) and infix
arithmetic expressions, the identifier of a list “[” and common arithmetic opera-
tors are added to a “blacklist”. Once they appear in a clause, the clause will be
skipped immediately.

Inappropriate clauses are defined as the rules written in higher-order logic or purely
procedural manners. A higher-order predicate can take other predicates as argu-
ments, this also increases the sophistication of argument binding. Prolog contains
many built-in predicates as higher-order functions, like findall/3 which collects
a set of terms that satisfy a prescribed formula scheme. Other predicates like
functor/3, call/2 and arg/3 which allow users to (de)construct predicates and
call Prolog interpreter on them also belong to higher-order logic. Besides, though
most clauses in Prolog could be interpreted in both declarative and procedural
ways, there are some built-in predicates which cannot be evaluated. In fact, they
are actually flow controllers, such as write/1, assert/1, read/1, foreach/2. Any
clause including these predicate names is omitted.

Moreover, we include the Cut ! operator in the blacklist. Although some of
them in Prolog programs may be a Green Cut instead of Red Cut that clogs the
backtracking (see explanation in 2.1.3), it is impossible to distinguish between
them without understanding the logical relations among clauses. So we decide to
exclude all clauses that contain the Cut operator, no matter of the type of the
Cut.

3.2.4 Clauses Standardization

The clauses standardization is the last step. Sometimes two clauses may have the
same argument binding manner but since the names of predicates and arguments
are different, their identity could not be found directly. To facilitate the statistical
work, all rule clauses need to be unified into a uniform form:

h(Xi, ..., Xj) : −p1(X1, ..., Xm), ..., pn(Xn, ..., Xu)

where the head predicate name becomes h and the body n-predicate name is
changed to pn. All arguments (not only variables but also other simple terms) in
predicates are translated to Xn. A same index will be assigned to same arguments
from different predicates. Analogous to arithmetic operation transformation, the
simplification on arguments will not affect the way of binding. To illustrate this,
let us recall the previous rules in 2.1 as examples again.

1 grandparent(X,Y) :-

2 parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y).
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3
4 % After the standardiztion it will be:

5 h(X1 ,X3):- p1(X1 ,X2), p2(X2,X3).

6 % which leave the way of argument binding unchanged.

7 (X, Z) & (Z, Y) -> (X, Y) =

8 (X1, X2) & (X2, X3) -> (X1, X3).

9
10 % This clause contains a constant argument.

11 abs_value(X,X):- X >= 0.

12
13 % After the arithmetic transformation it will be:

14 abs_value(X,X):- pred(X, 0)

15
16 % Then we standardize it into:

17 h(X1 ,X1):- p1(X1,X2).

18 % The mode of binding doesn ’t change

19 (X, 0) -> (X, X) = (X1, X2) -> (X1, X1)

20 % Note the Xn is not necessarily a variable ,

21 % it could also be a constant.

But having said that, the anonymous variable ( ) inside a predicate should be
handled separately. During the clause standardization, each anonymous variable
is identified and assigned a unique argument to match it, since different occurrences
of the anonymous variable represent distinctive variables. For instance, let us add
some anonymous variables to the rule

h(X, Y, Z) : −p1(X, Y, ), p2(Y, Z, ).

where p1 and p2 are ternary predicates with both third arguments left unbound.
The two anonymous variables could be replaced by two different named variables,
as described below:

h(X, Y, Z) : −p1(X, Y,M), p2(Y, Z,N).

So the original rule is changed to the following unified form after the standardiza-
tion step.

h(X1, X2, X4) : −p1(X1, X2, X3), p2(X2, X4, X5).

To achieve the standardization, we apply regular expressions to match and extract
each predicate and inside arguments in a clause. Surely the precondition of using
regular expressions is that all clauses can be easily matched, which means they
should be in the simplest form (no nested or complicated expression in the clause).
This is the reason why we deliberately introduce the transformation and filter on
clauses into the extraction process, to ensure this step is feasible. And we assume
all clauses at this stage keep the simplest form and can be exactly matched.

In particular, two regular expressions are used in this program. The first one is to
find every predicate in a rule, then arguments in the predicate are pulled out by
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the second regular expression. The index of each argument is decided by the order
of their appearance in the rule body, repeated arguments will have a same index.
The standardization is included in Appendix A, the following listing explains the
two regular expressions in detail.

1 // Match the predicate form p(...).

2 MatchCollection mc = Regex.Matches(str ,

@"[@a-zA-Z0 -9_]+\([@a-zA-Z0 -9_, ]+\)");

3
4 // Match any text inside the parentheses with min depth.

5 Match argsmatch = Regex.Match(slist[i], @"

6 \( # Match (

7 (

8 [^()]+ # all chars except ()

9 | (?<Level >\() # or if ( then Level += 1

10 | (?<-Level >\)) # or if ) then Level -= 1

11 )+ # Repeat (to go from inside to outside)

12 (?( Level)(?!)) # zero -width negative lookahead

assertion

13 \) # Match )",

14 RegexOptions.IgnorePatternWhitespace);

15
16 // Remove "()" and then get every argument in the predicate;

17 string [] tempArr = argsmatch.Value.Substring(1,

argsmatch.Value.Length - 2).Split(’,’);
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4 Data analysis

In this chapter we describe and analyse the characteristics of the gathered rules
from the code repository via some statistical techniques. Descriptive statistics of
these rules is exhibited in the first section, followed by an explanation of the sta-
tistical methods adopted for analysis. In the description part we divide arguments
into two groups: common and unique argument. Then in the last section we draw
three patterns (All, Some and None) for the binding between the rule head and
body; another three patterns (First-First, Last-First and Last-Last) are also
identified concerning the position of arguments in the binary combination. In re-
lation to Combilog syntax, we suggest that only the binding patterns on common
arguments need to be handled for the sake of binding inside composition.

4.1 Data Source and Description

With the data mining tool completed, the establishment of a Prolog code reposi-
tory comes into consideration. The selection of Prolog project and source code is
based on two criteria:

1. The code needs to be written by experienced programmers. Since
declarative programming is not as popular and common as other paradigms,
the novice Prolog programmer is likely to misunderstand the declarative
relation and define it procedurally. Because of the feature of Prolog, pro-
cedural programs (with right syntax) can also be compiled and executable.
This kind of code is obviously inappropriate for the study on CRP. Apart
from the potentially misleading aspect, it will also be problematic if the pro-
grammer does not fully master the programming skills in Prolog. Beginners
tend to define the rule in a more complicated way with redundant logical
relations, which might lead to an unforeseen event or undesirable result. So
only programs written by experienced Prolog programmers are added to the
repository.

2. The code should follow common styles. Different programmers may
prefer using different programming styles. As mentioned earlier in 3.2.1, it
is impossible to list all styles, but some distinctive styles do exist in some
projects and may influence the data mining process accidentally. Therefore,
we require the source code in our repository should keep one of the styles
that have been considered in the mining program.

Through searching and selection on the Internet and locally, 5 code projects or
examples are added to the repository. They are:

• The knowledge-based system in Prolog Klöver tool provided in the course
“Knowledge Management” offered by Department of Informatics and Media
at Uppsala University;
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• Two code examples downloaded form Github. One of them by Anne Ogborn
aims to provide tutorials for learning Prolog language, and the other one,
by H̊akan Kjellerstrand, is created in SICStus Prolog to demonstrate models
for a constraint programming system;

• Two Prolog projects from the Artificial Intelligence Repository built by
Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science. One contains files for execut-
ing the Pleuk Grammar Development System and the other is a workbench
for developing and playing metagame, such as a chess-like game.

The following Table 4.1 is a brief description of the repository.

Table 4.1: Description of Code Repository
Number of files Total non-blank lines of code Average lines per file

289 46967 163

After establishing the Prolog code repository, the data mining tool is executed
on the repository to extract, transform and standardize relevant rules from it,
these rules would be used as the data for statistical analysis. Related statistics
are gathered by the statistics class (Appendix A) and two metrics are used to
measure a rule: the size of rule and argument mapping in every predicate of a
rule. To describe the size of rule, we choose the number of body predicates in
every rule to reflect its size because the amount of predicates in the head is always
one. For the argument mapping, since the number of arguments and predicates in
different rules are diverse, it is not feasible to state the position of argument in the
description when the size of arguments or predicates is uncertain1. Instead, we use
two types of arguments to generally characterize them, which remain consistent
regardless of the form of rules. They are:

1. The amount of common arguments — arguments that occur repeatedly
and share a common value in different body predicates, i.e., where arguments
from more than one body predicate are bound together;

2. The amount of unique arguments — arguments that only appear once in
the body of rule.

For example, in the standard rule below:

h(X1, X2, X3) : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2, X3).

The head predicate h has two unique arguments: X1 from p1, X3 from p2 and one
common argument X2 shared by both p1 and p2; the body predicate p1 contains a
unique argument X1 and a common argument X2; similarly, p2 has the same com-
mon arguments X2 and one other unique argument X3. This illustrates that the
way arguments bind and map could be described in a statistical data form.

1In the end of Section 4.3 there will be a detailed inspection on rules with a double-predicates
body, and the position of some arguments will also be specified.
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However, this taxonomy of arguments in Prolog rule assumes that every argument
in the head should be bound from the corresponding body. But from the code
repository we notice there are quite a few rules whose head predicate contains new
arguments which never appear in the body. Under the declarative semantics, the
reason for having these new arguments could be:

1. To add new dummy argument(s) into the head.

2. To declare constant(s) in the head.

In the first case, the new dummy (unbound) argument of a rule head could have a
valid variable name but is still treated as a void argument in the logical relation.
It will not be further used in the clause and can be replaced by an anonymous
variable. In Combilog, because the position of a newly introduced dummy argu-
ment in the new predicate varies depending on its calling in other clauses, this
extension of arguments set will inevitably call the make projection operator out-
side the current composition. So it is unrealistic to warp this extension of the
head arguments set into the composition.

When considering the declaration of a constant, Combilog uses the elementary
predicate constc to declare constants and the argument bound to constant is listed
in constc as a sub-predicate, unlike Prolog that uses corresponding constants di-
rectly. Although Zetterström added some “syntactic sugar” constructs which di-
rectly invokes constants to Combilog [25], this modification remains controversial
and unjustified. The compositionality could be broken or not guaranteed during
the direct calling on constants, and Zetterström did not verify it in his thesis.
Therefore, we still follow the traditional way of adopting constc to call constants.
So these new constant arguments are added through combination of predefined
predicates. This means that the new constant in a newly generated predicate will
be transformed to a unique argument in its sub-predicates.

For these reasons, we decide to skip the new arguments in the head. And the
following listing chooses an example from the code repository to explain how these
new arguments are displayed in Combilog.

1 % The first three arguments in the head are new dummy

2 % arguments.

3 % The new "adjust" is an atom and belongs to the constant.

4 clock_com(_H,_M,_S,adjust ,Color ,Time):-

5 player_color(Player ,Color),

6 adjust_player_clock(Player ,Time).

7
8 % They can be replaced by anonymous variables in Prolog.

9 clock_com(_,_,_,adjust ,Color ,Time):-

10 player_color(Player ,Color),

11 adjust_player_clock(Player ,Time).

12
13 % In Prolog -Combilog hybrid syntax , they could be:

14 % The Adjust is a variable whose value is adjust.

15 clock_com(_,_,_,Adjust ,Color ,Time):- and(
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16 const_adjust(Adjust),

17 player_color(Player ,Color),

18 adjust_player_clock(Player ,Time)).

19
20 % Now rewrite it in Combilog , 5,6,7 represent _H,_M,_S.

21 clock_com:- make([5,6,7,1,2,3],

22 and(make([1,2,3,4], const_adjust),

23 make([3,2,4,1], player_color),

24 make([3,4,2,1], adjust_player_clock))).

25 % We can see that the introduction of new dummy

26 % arguments in the clock_com () need a unavoidable

27 % projection outside the composition. And the new

28 % constant "adjust" is translated to a unique arguments

29 % "Adjust" in the sub -predicate const_adjust ().

30 % So it is superfluous to consider about these

31 % new arguments.

Through the extraction and transformation, 631 qualified rules are collected. For
the collection of additional disjunctive-goals rules (see the transformation of dis-
junction in Section 3.2.2 for details), only 24 samples are gathered into the col-
lection and the size is too small to be statistically analysed, and it is ignored
accordingly. After eliminating the duplicate rules (duplications in the unified rule
after the standardization), there are still 283 available rules with distinctive ways
of argument binding. They are sorted in ascending order by the amount of body
predicates in Table 4.2 below. Rules with a single body predicate are ruled out
since we focus on the argument binding that occurs in the combination of multiple
predicates. From the description we can see most “declarative” rules have a low
number of predicates, with 94.35% of rules that has less than six predicates in the
body.

Table 4.2: Description of Extracted Rules
Amount of

body predicates
Count Cumulative %

2 102 36.04%
3 96 69.96%
4 52 88.34%
5 17 94.35%
6 7 96.82%
7 5 98.59%
8 2 99.29%
9 1 99.65%
11 1 100%

Furthermore, the descriptive statistics are used to outline the distribution of argu-
ments among different sizes of rule clauses. Rules whose body contains less than
six predicates are selected because the others only account for a small part of the
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total and the sample size of the rest is too small to be representative. In Table 4.3,
we can notice that the average number of common arguments grows as the rule
size increases, while the trend of unique arguments remains relatively steady. This
difference between the two kinds of argument is significant and we will discuss it
in upcoming sections.

Table 4.3: Descriptive Statistics of Argument Count
Amount of

body predicates
Common arguments Unique arguments

Max Min Avg Max Min Avg

2 5 0 1.4 9 1 3.4
3 9 0 2.6 7 0 2.5
4 9 0 3.4 10 0 3.2
5 7 3 4.4 7 0 3.2

4.2 Analysis Method

To recognize the common binding patterns in the repository, clustering is planned
to be firstly performed on the sample of rules with a double-predicates body (h :
−p1, p2.). In short, clustering is a statical method which aims to group a set of
objects based on distances among characteristics or measured variables of them
into several categories where similar objects are placed in the same cluster. If
some different groups (patterns) of argument binding were found, then the rules
with a triple-predicates body (h : −p1, p2, p3.) and quad-predicates body (h :
−p1, p2, p3, p4.) would be used for verification. Other longer rules, which make up
a small proportion (12.69%), are omitted subsequently.

According to types of arguments (common and unique arguments) discussed in
the last section, we select six corresponding data (variables) to measure argument
binding between the rule head and body, they are:

• HComArgs: the number of common argument(s) bound to the rule head;

• HUniArgsB1: the number of unique argument(s) from the first body pred-
icate bound to the rule head;

• HUniArgsB2: the number of unique argument(s) from the second body
predicate bound to the rule head;

• ComArgs: the total number of common argument(s) in the rule body;

• B1UniArgs: the total number of unique argument(s) in the first body
predicate;

• B2UniArgs: the total number of unique argument(s) in the second body
predicate;

Those variables are imported into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) and prepared for running cluster analysis. A recommended step before
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clustering is Dimensionality Reduction, on account of the high-dimensional data
for describing the binding. Decreasing them to lower dimensional components
which are uncorrelated and ordered is more efficient for performing the clustering
algorithm. We use the Principal Component (PC’s) method in SPSS to reduce
dimensions and adopt Varimax Rotation to make the output of PC’s more under-
standable2, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Dimensionality Reduction Method

Table 4.4: KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .510
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 463.054

df 15
Sig. .000

Table 4.5: Total Variance Explained
Component Initial Eigenvalues

Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 2.357 39.286 39.286
2 1.704 28.398 67.684
3 1.491 24.842 92.526
4 .302 5.028 97.553
5 .094 1.571 99.125
6 .053 .875 100.000

2Effects of different rotations on the data are various, but we will not elaborate on them since
this thesis is not intended for a statistical research.
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Table 4.6: Rotated Component Matrix
Component

1 2 3

HComArgs .907
HUniArgsB1 .973
HUniArgsB2 .984
ComArgs .925
B1UniArgs .969
B2UniArgs .974

Tables 4.4 – 4.6 are output results of PC’s analysis in SPSS. In short, the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s Test — Table 4.4 indicates the suitability of
provided data for dimensionality reduction, and our data passed it with the KMO
value of 0.51 (the lowest acceptable value is 0.5) and p-value/Sig. of .000<0.05
(reject the null hypothesis). From Table 4.5 and 4.6 (coefficients under 0.3 are
suppressed in Table 4.6), we can see that the first three components extracted
comprise 92.526% (39.286%, 28.398% and 24.842%, respectively) of the variation
in 6 original variables, they are:

1. Component 1: HUniArgsB2 and B2UniArgs, i.e., the binding of unique ar-
guments between the head and second body predicate;

2. Component 2: HUniArgsB1 and B1UniArgs, i.e., the binding of unique ar-
guments between the head and first body predicate;

3. Component 3: HComArgs and ComArgs, i.e., the binding of common argu-
ments between the head and body of rule.

These three components are used for cluster analysis and hierarchical clustering
is conducted on them, since we are unable to pre-specify the number of clusters.
The outcome of SPSS is unsatisfactory and there is no striking similarity among
rules in the same cluster. We then change those components to the original six
variables and cluster rules again. This phenomenon still remains among formed
clusters. This is caused by the fact that some similarities in our case may happen
in a subset of dimensions rather than the whole. Let us use an example to give a
simple illustration:

h(X1, X2, X3, X4) : −p1(X1, X2, X3), p2(X2, X3, X4). (1)

h(X1, X2) : −p1(X1), p2(X2). (2)

h(X1, X2) : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X2). (3)

From the above clauses, it is clear (2) is similar to (1) as all unique arguments
in both p1 and p2 are bound to head (this similarity occurs on component 1 and
2); meanwhile, (1) and (3) have one thing in common: all common arguments
are included in their heads h (this one is only related to component 3). If (1) is
close enough to a cluster centre, all three of them will be grouped in that cluster,
notwithstanding that (2) and (3) are totally different. Furthermore, there is no
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effective mechanism for distinguishing similarities between relevant and irrelevant
variables in popular cluster methods, while some researchers [22] have focused on
this type of similarity and proposed an algorithm to detect similarities exhibited
in a subset of dimensions.

But in this case, there is no need to adopt and implement such a complex al-
gorithm. Instead different ways of argument binding can be summarized and
categorized separately from two aspects: the mappings of common and unique ar-
guments in rules. Based on earlier definitions of these two argument accompanied
by the confirmation from the PC’s result, binding of these two kinds of arguments
are performed independently. With regard to unique arguments bounded from
different body predicates (component 1 and 2), they are again merged as a whole
to avoid overlapping of groups. As a distinct binding way embodied in component
1 can also be found in component 2 via reversing the order of the body predicates,
and vice versa3. The analysis result around these two dimensions will be showed
and explained in next section.

4.3 Analysis Result and Suggestions

After determining metrics for identifying common binding patterns, it is practi-
cable to do “clustering” manually due to the relatively small size of samples with
mere two dimensions. Through inspecting each rule with double-predicates body,
plus additional statistics, we summarize three universal patterns for binding both
common and unique arguments. They include:

• All common/unique argument(s) in the body are bound into head;

• Some of common/unique argument(s) in the body are bound into head and
others are excluded in head.

• None of common/unique argument(s) is included in the rule head.

Some examples are shown in Table 4.7 to demonstrate these three patterns.

Table 4.7: Examples for Three Categories
Category Example

Common Args Unique Args
All h(X1, X2) : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X2). h(X1, X2) : −p1(X1), p2(X2).

Some h(X1) : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X2). h(X1) : −p1(X1), p2(X2).
None h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X2).

a h : −p1(X1), p2(X2).
aActually the case that no argument is bound into the head predicate is ruled out throughout

the extraction process because we concentrate on the binding between head and body. So the rules
we categorized must have at least one argument in the head, either common or unique argument.

3Like the argument mapping of rule h(X1, X2) : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X3) and h(X1, X2) :
−p1(X3), p2(X1, X2) should be considered equal in terms of the arguments types. Since their
bodies are symmetric and changes on predicate order will not affect the logical meaning in
Combilog which is purely declarative.
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Specifically, these categories cannot be precisely quantified (e.g., how many ar-
guments are bound into a head), because the amounts of arguments in different
rules are uncertain and diverse. Consequently, we use the terms All, Some and
None to broadly define them. After that, the next task is to group the rest of the
rule samples into those categories in the light of argument mapping between their
heads and bodies. And actually this work turns to classification as some categories
are predefined after an overview of samples (rules with a double-predicates body).
In contrast, the clustering is achieved by using statistical and mathematical tech-
niques to repeatedly measure distance among objects.

Table 4.8: Frequency of Patterns in Double-Predicates Body
Unique argument

All Some None Total Percentage
All 19 7 8 34 33.3%

Common Some 13 6 1 20 19.6%
Argument None 34 14 0 48 47.1%

Total 66 27 9 102 100.0%
Percentage 64.7% 26.5% 8.8% 100.0%

Table 4.9: Frequency of Patterns in Triple-Predicates Body
Unique argument

All Some None Total Percentage
All 10 3 7 20 20.8%

Common Some 25 9 6 40 41.7%
Argument None 24 12 0 36 37.5%

Total 59 24 13 96 100.0%
Percentage 61.5% 25.0% 13.5% 100.0%

Table 4.10: Frequency of Patterns in Quad-Predicates Body
Unique argument

All Some None Total Percentage
All 4 2 1 7 13.5%

Common Some 15 6 8 29 55.8%
Argument None 9 7 0 16 30.8%

Total 28 15 9 52 100.0%
Percentage 53.8% 28.8% 17.3% 100.0%

Classification results in regard to the above three categories for rules with different
sizes are shown in Table 4.8 – 4.10. As we can see from them, overall there are
3×3 = 9 crossing categories and the percentage of each pattern is listed in the
tables too. Based on these, the change in the proportion of each pattern with the
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increasing rule size is displayed in Figure 4.2 (for unique arguments) and 4.3 (for
common arguments).
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Figure 4.2: Trends of Patterns in
Unique Arguments
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Figure 4.3: Trends of Patterns in
Common Arguments

Considering the unique argument in Figure 4.2, it is noticeable that more than
half of Prolog rules bind all listed unique arguments from their bodies to heads
(All pattern) no matter of their size changes. And the share of each pattern in
the unique arguments is slightly affected by the different rule sizes.

In Some and None pattern, at least one unique argument in body is not bound
to the head. In this situation the argument is exploited to declare a constant, or
to introduce a dummy argument. For Combilog, the declaration of constant, like
the new argument discussed in Data Description Section, rests on the elementary
predicate constc, so the argument is invoked as a common argument in Combilog.
When a non-constant argument listed in a rule body is not unbounded to its head,
its value is unrelated to the logical relations in the rule and actually is a dummy
argument. This sort of argument can be replaced by the anonymous variable and
will never be instantiated in Prolog syntax. In Combilog, the unbound argument
in a body predicates can be eliminated by make operator before the combination.
For instance, the case for Some pattern on the unique argument in Table 4.7 are
restructured in Combilog syntax:

h(X1) : −p1(X1), p2(X2). → h : −and(p1,make[2](p2)).

where the position of unbound argument X2 in sub-predicates p2 (1) is left out
in the projection index list. This means that the projection operator is always
required in the binding of the Some and None pattern on unique arguments, so
as to remove the particular unbound argument(s). But for others which account
for more than half of collected rules, they belong to the All pattern where all listed
unique arguments in the body are supposed to be bound into the head. In addition,
as noted earlier, the average numbers of unique arguments remain stable with the
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increase in the rule size (from Table 4.3). That is to say, in Combilog the number
of unique argument is not the main reason for the rapid growth of the argument
index list with the accumulation of combinations. Hence it is pointless to consider
the unique argument for optimizing the argument binding in Combilog.

In the case of common arguments, from Table 4.3, it is apparent that their num-
bers increase with the rule size. This leads to the surge in argument list size of the
composition. Unlike unique arguments, all common arguments are required to be
listed within the and combination as connectors to invokes several sub-predicates,
despite of the final predicate to which they will be bounded. In Combilog syntax,
default Combilog combinators are defined to bind all common arguments to the
new predicate, i.e. All pattern, but in Figure 4.3 we observe there is a significant
decrease (from 33.3% to only 13.5%) in the proportion of this pattern as the num-
ber of body predicates increases. In contrast, when the body has four predicates
(in Table 4.10), 55.8% of rules reflect the Some pattern. Furthermore, almost
half of the rules with a double-predicates body leave all common arguments out
of their heads (None pattern). Though this proportion falls to 30.8% when the
body size grows to four, it still includes many of the rules we collected. Overall,
the current and combinator is unable to handle the argument bindings in None
and Some pattern inside the composition and needs an extra projection opera-
tion to remove the common argument(s). Therefore, it is essential to improve the
current Combilog operators if we want to wrap all possible bindings on Common
arguments into each combination.

However, the above analysis relies on the types of arguments to summarize the
argument binding between the rule body and head, but during the execution of
Combilog, the logic combinators cannot distinguish different types and they treat
all arguments as the same, unless these special arguments are indicated in the
combination. An alternative approach would be to consider the position of com-
mon arguments, like which arguments came from which predicate are more likely
to be bound together as a common argument in the combination. To prevent the
interference from different sizes of rules, we decide to focus on the binary combi-
nation of predicates (i.e., the rule with a double-predicates body: h : −p1, p2.).
Since the binary combination is the basic operation, other n-ary combinations can
be iteratively divided into several binary combinations, such as the 4-ary com-
bination can be construed as the three level of nested-combination as following,
though this nested form is less convenient to use.

and(p1, p2, p3, p4). →
and(p1, and(p2, and(p3, p4))).

Among the 631 collected Prolog rules, 377 of them are binary combinations (in-
cluding duplicate rules after the standardization). Then we recount the occurrence
of same binary combinations in terms of argument mapping. Table 4.11 shows the
top 10 common binary combinations among them.
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Table 4.11: Frequency of Top 10 Common Binary Combinations
No. Combinations/Rules Count Percentage
1 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2, X3). 40 10.6%
2 h : −p1(X1), p2(X1, X2). 37 9.8%
3 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2). 18 4.8%
4 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X3, X2). 17 4.5%
5 h : −p1(X1), p2(X2). 15 4.0%
6 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2, X3, X4). 15 4.0%
7 h : −p1(X1), p2(X1, X2, X3). 13 3.4%
8 h : −p1(X1), p2(X2, X3, X4, X1). 13 3.4%
9 h : −p1(X1, X2, X3), p2(X3, X4). 11 2.9%
10 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X3). 10 2.7%

Total 189 (377) 50.1%

In the table, the mapping of head arguments is omitted because it has been ex-
plained and summarized by the previous three patterns. All 10 combinations have
at most one common argument, and most of them belong to the None pattern,
where the common argument ought to be ignored after the combination to prevent
an increase in the number of arguments. For example, 31 of 40 No.1 rules have
the head h(X1, X3). Thus we only take into account the None pattern for the
head arguments of those binary combinations.

Moreover, it is remarkable that the common argument in these cases is either
the first or the last argument in the body predicates (the single argument in the
unary predicate is both the first and last argument), except No.5 rule with no
common argument. As a result, we can draw another three binding (inside the
combination) patterns from these typical rules:

1. First-First: The first argument of the first predicate is bound together with
the first argument of the second predicate.

2. Last-First: The last argument of the first predicate is bound together with
the first argument of the second predicate (the First-Last in reverse order
is Last-First and they are the same pattern).

3. Last-Last: The last argument of the first predicate is bound together with
the last argument of the second predicate.
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Table 4.12: Corresponding Patterns for Common Combinations
No. Rules Corresponding Pattern(s)
1 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2, X3). Last-First
2 h : −p1(X1), p2(X1, X2). First-First or Last-First
3 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2). Last-First or Last-Last
4 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X3, X2). Last-Last
5 h : −p1(X1), p2(X2). No common argument
6 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X2, X3, X4). Last-First
7 h : −p1(X1), p2(X1, X2, X3). First-First or Last-First
8 h : −p1(X1), p2(X2, X3, X4, X1). Last-First or Last-Last
9 h : −p1(X1, X2, X3), p2(X3, X4). Last-First
10 h : −p1(X1, X2), p2(X1, X3). First-First

Table 4.12 above presents the corresponding pattern for each common combina-
tion, it demonstrates that the three new patterns can embody the general binding
in the binary combination. In the subsequent section we will integrate them into
Combilog context for a simple compositional form.
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5 Improvements in Combilog

Based on the analysis of highlighted issues coupled with binding patterns found in
Prolog, we provide some improvements on Combilog in three aspects: (1) A better
readability of index list in the projection; (2) Extended binary and combinators for
a quick and simple binding; (3) Enhanced join operator to efficiently and flexibly
combine predicates via the positions of common arguments.

5.1 Towards a Better Readability

The first problem we encounter is the low readability of Combilog code, especially
when using the make projection operator. The make is mainly used for rearranging
arguments, removing some specific argument or introducing new unbound (i.e.,
dummy) arguments. Consider the cousin example in Section 2.2.5:

cousin(X, Y ) : −
parent(W,X), parent(Z, Y ), sibling(W,Z).

and its Combilog counterpart

cousin : − make([1, 2],

and(make([2, 3, 1, 4], parent),

make([3, 2, 4, 1], parent),

make([3, 4, 1, 2], sibling))).

It is quite easy to learn that each predicate in the rule takes two arguments from
Prolog code, but what can only be observed in Combilog form is some index lists
in each make projection operation. Due to the variable-free form, we are unable to
know exactly the original number of arguments in each sub-predicate until seeing
their definitions. These indices here are so confusing for users that they often have
difficulty in distinguishing between already existing and dummy arguments from
them. In the above example, the index 3 and 4 represent the newly introduced
argument, but it is uninfluenced even if we change them to some greater numbers,
like 5 and 6. Since those sub-predicates actually take two arguments, as long as the
index is greater than 2, it always refers to a dummy argument. The similar feature
also exists in Prolog syntax, where dummy arguments/variables could be assigned
any name, provided the given name is not in conflict with other previously bound
variables. But in Prolog there is a more subtle way to mark dummy arguments
and make them more easily recognizable, that is using the anonymous variable
which has been mentioned many times. In the same vein, this naming convention
can be introduced into Combilog so a special index is devoted to symbolize the
dummy argument. We henceforth use the index ‘ ’ (this is first used by Pacaci
in his paper [16]), like Prolog, to represent them and assume the index list taken
by the make operator is one-based, which exactly matches the real position of
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arguments in a predicate. Under this assumption, the above Combilog form is
reshaped to:

cousin : − make([1, 2],

and(make([2, , 1, ], parent),

make([ , 2, , 1], parent),

make([ , , 1, 2], sibling))).

Now it is much easier to differentiate between bound and dummy arguments in
the index list of projection, even the binding of unique and common arguments
among predicates becomes more lucid.

This expression can be achieved and executed using SLD-resolution in a Prolog
environment, where Combilog predicate is taken as an argument inside a meta-
predicate — apply [13, 25], as shown below.

1 % An original clause in Prolog.

2 h(X,Y):- p1(X,Y).

3
4 % The Combilog syntax using apply meta -predicate , whose

5 % first argument is Combilog predicate expression

6 % and second is a list of relevant predicate arguments.

7 apply(h,[X,Y]):- apply(p1 ,[X,Y]).

8
9 % An example for executing the AND combinator in Combilog:

10 h:- and(p1 ,p2).

11
12 % The and(p1 ,p2) in apply is treated as a structure in

13 % Prolog.

14 apply(and(p1 ,p2),[X,Y]):- apply(p1 ,[X,Y]),apply(p2 ,[X,Y]).

15
16 % Another example for executing the projection operator:

17 h:- make [3,2,1](p1).

18
19 % The index list [3,2,1] is wraped into the make operator

20 % as an argument for convenience of writing code.

21 apply(make([3,2,1],p1) ,[X3,X2,X1]):- apply(p1,X1,X2,X3).

Note that this is merely the implementation for execution instead of for full syntax
and semantics in Combilog, it is sufficient for our study to keep the program
confined to concrete cases, rather than making it typed. The following is a possible
scenario for implementing index ‘ ’ in make operator:

1 % Assume there exists a 2-tuple predicate: q/2 and

2 % we want extend it to a 4-tuple predicate: p/4 by

3 % inserting two new arguments behind initial arguments:

4 p(X,Y,_NewArg1 ,_NewArg2):- q(X,Y).

5
6 % The original form of make in apply predicate:
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7 apply(make([1,2,3,4],q) ,[X1,X2,X3,X4]):- % It’s equal to p

8 apply(q,[X1,X2]).

9
10 % Then the index 3 and 4 are replaced by _ with

11 % corresponding variable in argument list changed

12 % to an anonymous variable (_).

13 apply(make ([1,2,\_,\_],q) ,[X1,X2,_,_]):-

14 apply(q,[X1,X2]).

15 % Here we use the escapse character of ‘_’ to avoid the

16 % conflict with predefined ‘_ ’.

Similar to an anonymous variable, every occurrence of index ‘ ’ inside the projec-
tion index list represents a distinct argument in line 13. This naming convention
(underscore) for dummy argument index is feasible without breaking the composi-
tionality of Combilog semantics, as only the reference of argument is revised.

5.2 The Improved And Combinators

The analysis results and suggestions in Section 4.3 have pointed out that there
are three common binding patterns in the binary combination. And due to the
limitation of data, the identified patterns suffice for the logical conjunction and
not for the disjunction. So only the and combinator is improved in Combilog
syntax.

According to the binding patterns discovered in Section 4.3, there could be three
general binding manners in the binary combination:

• First-First: and(p1(C,X1, ..., Xn), p2(C, Y1, ..., Yn)).

• Last-First: and(p1(X1, ..., Xn, C), p2(C, Y1, ..., Yn)).

• Last-Last: and(p1(X1, ..., Xn, C), p2(Y1, ..., Yn, C)).

Correspondingly, we define three extended binary and operators with the following
definitions (the f denotes the first argument and l means the last argument):

and ff(P,Q)(X1, ..., Xn, Y1, ..., Yn) ← P (C,X1, ..., Xn) ∧Q(C, Y1, ..., Yn).

and lf(P,Q)(X1, ..., Xn, Y1, ..., Yn) ← P (X1, ..., Xn, C) ∧Q(C, Y1, ..., Yn).

and ll(P,Q)(X1, ..., Xn, Y1, ..., Yn) ← P (X1, ..., Xn, C) ∧Q(Y1, ..., Yn, C).

By means of these new combinators, the cousin clause is simplified to

cousin : − and ff(parent, and lf(sibling, parent)).

where the order of predicates is changed to

cousin(X, Y ) : −
parent(W,X), sibling(W,Z), parent(Z, Y ).
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First-First: {X,Y}

Last-First: {W,Y}

{Z,Y}{W,Z}

{W,X}

Figure 5.1: Example of Binding Process

Figure 5.1 illustrates the binding process of above arguments.

In the above example, typical bindings of argument are hidden in the composition,
and the combination of multiple predicates is reduced to the simplest form, of
which the extra projection of relations is not needed. This could be deemed
as the pure binding inside composition without using any other operators. The
implementation of three extended and combinators is listed as follows.

1 % The and_ff operator.

2 % The list ArgsList in append(T1,T2,ArgsList) is the

3 % result of concatenating the lists T1 and T2 together.

4 apply(and_ff(P,Q),ArgsList):-

5 apply(P,[H|T1]),

6 apply(Q,[H|T2]),

7 append(T1 ,T2 ,ArgsList).

8
9 % The and_lf operator.

10 % The separate_last_elem(T1,T2,H) get the last element H

from

11 % list T1 and return the list T2 without H in the end.

12 apply(and_lf(P,Q),ArgsList):-

13 apply(P,T1),

14 separate_last_elem(T1,T2,H),

15 apply(Q,[H|T3]),

16 append(T2 ,T3 ,ArgsList).

17
18 % The and_ll operator.

19 apply(and_ll(P,Q),ArgsList):-

20 apply(P,T1),

21 separate_last_elem(T1,T2,H),

22 apply(Q,T3),

23 separate_last_elem(T3,T4,H),

24 append(T2 ,T4 ,ArgsList).

25
26 % The implementaion of cousin using extended combinators.

27 apply(cousin_and_lf ,ArgsList):-

28 apply(and_lf(and_ff(parent ,sibling), parent),ArgsList).
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To expand the applicability of the n-ary combination, the conventional and combi-
nator is supposed to have the projection function — only for narrowing down the
arguments set. This could prevent the extra projection outside the composition,
especially when the projection operator make has been used inside the compo-
sition. In particular, we add an extra parameter to the and combinator named
and[n], which means the first n arguments in the projection list will be bound to
the final predicate. To perform this operation, the user is required to put the argu-
ments which will be bound to compositional predicate ahead of other “unrelated”
arguments in the desired order. For instance, the projection make([1, 2], and(...))
in original cousin rule can be eliminated via the and[n], as listed below.

cousin : − and[2](make([2, , 1, ], parent),

make([ , 2, , 1], parent),

make([ , , 1, 2], sibling))).

The implementation of and[n] closely resembles initial and ’s, the extra work that
needs to be done is inserting the parameter n as a new argument into and, thus it
will not be explained further. During the study, all the extended combinators are
completely implemented using the apply meta-predicate and tested by the cousin
example. Furthermore, we also create a universal and combinator via wrapping
predicate identifiers into a list, more details can be found in Appendix B.

5.3 A New Join Operator

Using the extended and combinators mentioned above is a viable method to reach
binding inside composition, but not the best option. For the three binary combina-
tors, they only handle the binding of a single common argument in the combination
and the nested-combination form is sometimes tedious. In relation to and[n], all
bounded arguments, including unique arguments in each predicates, are forced to
be listed in the make projection operator when combining these predicates. More
than that, each argument should also be in the right position and order, or else
the argument binding might be performed incorrectly. This would require consid-
erable time for both programmers and readers to understand the code logic, which
means less user-friendliness. And from the data analysis section, it is recognized
that over half of the collected rules bind all indicated unique arguments from their
bodies to heads (All pattern). Hence, an alternative solution in Combilog for this
sort of binding is hiding unique arguments inside the combination and combining
different predicates using common arguments.

Inspired by equi-join operator in relational algebra[13], Hamfelt and Nilsson in-
troduced the join operator, defined as follows:

join[i, j](P,Q)(X1, ..., Xm, Y1, ..., Yj−1, Yj+1, ..., Yn) ←
P (X1, ..., Xm) ∧Q(Y1, ..., Yj−1, Xm, Yj+1, ..., Yn).
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where 0 < i < m, 0 < j < n and the arity of combination is m+ n− 1.

Hamfelt et al. [8] also proved that this operator is redundant and could be replaced
by the existing make projection and logical and operators, but it is worthwhile to
keep it in Combilog for the sake of brevity. The original definition of join remains
confined to binary operations: join[i, j](p, q) which can be seen as combining the p
and q into one where the i argument in p and j argument in q are bound together.
For ease of use, we extend the binary operation to n-ary relations:

join[[i1, ..., j1], ..., [in, ..., jn]](P1, ..., Pn)

with following definition:

join[[i1..., j1], ..., [in, ..., jn]](P1, ..., Pn)(X1, ..., Xm, ..., Y1, ..., Yj−1, Yj+1, ..., Yn) ←
P1(X1, ..., Xm) ∧ P2 ∧ ... ∧ Pn−1 ∧ Pn(Y1, ..., Yj−1, Xm, Yj+1, ..., Yn).

[i1..., j1], ..., [in, ..., jn] are the index lists that indicate the position of common
arguments in each sub-predicate, they are put in a new list as elements. The
n equals to the total number of common arguments among all sub-predicates.
Consequently, the index ‘ ’ could also be used here to represent a new dummy
argument. For example, given a clause

h(X, Y, Z,W ) : −p(X, Y ), q(Y, Z), r(Z,W ).

If we use projection and initial logical operators in Combilog, it will be expressed
as

h : −and(

make[1, 2, , ](p),

make[ , 1, 2, ](q),

make[ , , 1, 2](r)).

Then we are forced to use make projection on every sub-predicates. But based on
the join operator, we only need to look at the common arguments which should be
bound together(the second and third columns highlighted in red and blue colour),
so we rewrite it via the join operator to avoid referring all arguments:

h : −join[[2, 1, ],

[ , 2, 1]](p, q, r).

The execution of this example in apply is listed below:

1 % X2 , X3 are common arguments.

2 apply(join ([[2,1,\_],[\_,2,1]],P,Q,R),

3 [X1,X2,X3,X4]):-

4 apply(P,[X1,X2]),

5 apply(Q,[X2,X3]),

6 apply(R,[X3,X4]).

7
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8 apply(h,[X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,X4]):-

9 apply(join([[2,1,_],

10 [_,2,1]],p,q,r) ,[X1,X2,X3,X4]).

We also define two derived types of join operator, in order to promote its flexibil-
ity:

1. join(...), the default join operator which directly connects sub-predicates
together without binding arguments among them (no common argument).
Such as rule h(W,X, Y, Z) : − p(W,X), q(Y, Z). is performed by join as

h : − join(p, q).

Which is more convenient than in the and combination form

h : − and(make[1, 2, , ](p),

make[ , , 1, 2](q)).

2. join[−l1, ...,−ln](...) , where l1, ..., ln are the index lists that indicate the
position of common arguments in the combination. The n equals to the total
number of common arguments among all sub-predicates. The original join
operator binds all common arguments to the compositional predicate, which
means it fails to achieve the Some and None pattern of which some common
arguments are excluded after the combination. Due to this limitation, we
prefix non-included common argument list(s) with the minus sign ‘−’ and
the occurrence of ‘− indicates the matching common argument is kept out
of the combination. An example could be:

h(W,X,Z) : − p(W,X, Y ), q(X, Y, Z).

=

h : − join[[2, 1],−[3, 2]](p, q).

Likewise, the cousin rule now simplifies to:

cousin : − join([−[1, , 1],−[ , 1, 2],

parent, parent, sibling).

Now we can reconsider the append clause previously defined in Combilog without
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using foldr (the indices of dummy arguments have been changed to ‘ ’):

append : −or(
and(

make[1, , ](const []),

make[ , 2, 1](id)),

make[1, 2, 3](

and(

make[3, , , 1, 2, ](cons),

make[ , 2, , , 1, 3](append),

make[ , , 3, 1, , 2](cons)))).

By using extended join operator the above complex clause is simplified to

append : −or(
join(const [], id),

join[−[1, , 1],

− [2, 1, ],

− [ , 3, 2]](cons, append, cons)).
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6 Conclusion

6.1 Overview

This study is conducted to explore common argument binding patterns in logic
programming and to integrate them into CRP for a more intelligible composition.
It seeks to achieve two goals:

1. The identification of binding patterns via data mining in Prolog code.

2. The improvement on Combilog to embody discovered common binding ways.

In the course of data mining, we develop a data pre-processing tool in C# which
can automatically retrieve raw data from a code repository, and more importantly,
transform them into an understandable and measurable form for quantitative anal-
ysis. Findings from those data indicate that valid arguments in a Prolog clause
can be generally classified into two types: the common and unique argument. On
this basis, three binding patterns (All, Some and None) are identified and the
statistics also show they are sufficient to involve all possible argument bindings
between the head and body. Beyond that, the common argument shared by sub-
predicates is highlighted as the principal reason for the uncontrolled accumulation
of arguments. With regard to the single common argument in the binary com-
bination, another three patterns: First-First, Last-First and Last-Last based
on the position of common arguments are introduced to achieve a concise form of
binary combination.

With the cause and patterns identified, we offer three complementary solutions to
address the binding issues. They are:

• The simplified make projection operator which exclusively uses index ‘ ’ to
introduce dummy arguments.

• The improved and[n] logical conjunction operator with three extended bi-
nary combinators: and ff , and lf and and ll as counterparts of the First-
First, Last-First and Last-Last pattern.

• An enhanced n-ary join operator that combines different sub-predicates by
invoking only common arguments among them. The prefix ’-’ inside the join
operation ensures its flexibility of use.

Through using the above improved operators, the argument binding in Combilog
now is entirely wrapped into the composition. To demonstrate their feasibility,
we further implemented them in accordance with Combilog syntax and seman-
tics.

The above improvements are necessary for developing Combilog towards a prac-
tical programming language. Through the introduction of improved operators,
Combilog programs could become more elegant, understandable and concise, which
solves the previous argument binding issues (binding outside composition) and ac-
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complishes binding inside composition. But more than that, from the data mining
in Prolog programs, our study reveals several important features and patterns of
argument binding. The binding patterns are able to cover most typical argument
bindings in Prolog, on which those proposed improvements are based. And they
are not only suitable for Prolog, but also for other kinds of logic programming lan-
guages, like the CRP language Combilog, which are designed to realize an implicit
binding of arguments among multiple predicates. With the aid of these findings,
the binding process in Combilog would reach a simpler and more efficient level. In
addition, the strategy for developing the mining program to extract and transform
clauses into quantifiable data could contribute to other studies which involves the
quantitative analysis on source code. Though the syntax varies a lot with dif-
ferent programming languages, we deem the basic idea in our program that all
expressions or statements should be reduced to the simplest and unified form still
feasible, at least for the declarative paradigm.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

In this study, we abandon or simplify some planned methods to avoid unexpected
difficulties due to the limited time and scope of this master’s project. As a direct
consequence of these compromises, our thesis encounters some limitations, which
need to be reconsidered in the future:

1. Most rules with compound terms inside are excluded when collecting and
converting rules from code repository, because we believe their existence
could complicate the identification work of binding patterns. However, some
compound terms are frequently used in Prolog, such as the list ([...]). The
elimination of such rules which contain list(s) means the neglect of some
“valuable” data, as other simple arguments inside them could also be bound
and conform to a potential pattern. Moreover, Combilog provides some
elementary predicates to construct certain compound terms (like the list
constructor cons) in a flat structure. Thus it is practicable to convert a
number of other compound terms to the traditional predicate form, but this
would be a rather complicated case, compared to the transformation on
arithmetic operations we have implemented earlier.

2. Likewise, the recursion in Combilog is handled exclusively by predefined
predicates foldr and foldl. Nevertheless, the mining tool does not differen-
tiate between normal and recursive rules throughout the extraction process.
So the final collection of Prolog rules may contain these two kinds of rules
and both of them are exploited to search for common patterns. Although
the discovered patterns in this paper could involve all possible argument
binding ways, the side effect of mixing between ordinary and recursive rules
remains in doubt, like a particular pattern might exist in a certain type of
rules rather than in all types. This requires each type of rules to be examined
separately.
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3. Another limitation is that the disjunction of predicates is ignored in our
study due to the limitation of the data collection procedure. In the clause
transformation all disjunctive expressions are decomposed into several sim-
ple sub-expressions for analysis and the code repository does not contain
enough disjunctive examples. As a consequence, we are unable to generalize
the argument binding in the logical disjunction and to improve the or com-
binator in Combilog. It is worthwhile to specifically collect disjunctive rules
in Prolog or choose other suitable programming languages for a follow-up
study.

Furthermore, the evaluation on those improved operators remains unfinished. So
far, our work only demonstrates their availability and feasibility. The potential
increase in their usability compared with current Combilog operators has not yet
been evaluated. To assess the effect of CRP visual system, Pacaci and Hamfelt [16]
conducted a usability test via the experiment and questionnaire. In the same way,
it is possible to compare the performance between extended and original operators
from two aspects: the efficiency and understandability.
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Appendix A Data Mining Program

The filterComments Class

1 // The List method take a string list "slist" whose element

2 // is each line of source code. Extracted rule will be added

3 // to the "newlist" list as one of elements.

4 public static class filterComments

5 {

6 // Remove all comments in the code

7 public static List <string > List(List <string > slist)

8 {

9 List <string > newlist = new List <string >() { };

10
11 // Search the comments in form of "/*...*/"

12 for (int index = 0; index < slist.Count; index ++)

13 {

14 if (slist[index]. Contains("/*"))

15 {

16 for (int index2 = index; index < slist.Count; index2 ++)

17 {

18 if (slist[index2 ]. Contains("*/"))

19 {

20 if (index2 == index)

21 {

22 int start = slist[index2 ]. IndexOf("/*");

23 int end = slist[index2 ]. IndexOf("*/");

24 string s = slist[index2 ]. Remove(start , end - start

+ 2).Trim();

25 if (string.Empty.CompareTo(s) != 0)

26 {

27 slist[index] = s;

28 }

29 else

30 {

31 slist.RemoveAt(index);

32 index --;

33 }

34 }

35 else

36 {

37 slist.RemoveRange(index , index2 - index + 1);

38 index --;

39 }

40
41 break;

42 }

43 }

44 }

45 }

46
47 foreach (string line in slist)

48 {

49 int i = line.IndexOf (’%’);
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50
51 if (i != -1)

52 {

53 // The one line comment started by % will be removed.

54 if (string.Empty.CompareTo(line.Remove(i).Trim()) != 0)

55 newlist.Add(line.Remove(i));

56 }

57 // Remove other blank lines.

58 else if (string.Empty.CompareTo(line.Trim()) != 0)

59 newlist.Add(line); ;

60 }

61
62 return newlist;

63 }

64 }

The clauseTransformation Class

1 public static class clauseTransformation

2 {

3 public static string transString(String str)

4 {

5 string newStr="";

6 List <string > strList = new List <string >();// Store different

string.

7 Stack <int > stack = new Stack <int >();// Use stack matching

paried quotes

8
9 // Check every char in the string with ’ (single quote).

10 for (int index = 0; index < str.Length; index ++)

11 {

12 // If the char is not ’ or between ’...’, don ’t remove it.

13 if (str[index] != ’\’’ && stack.Count == 0)

14 newStr += str[index];

15 // If the char is the start ’, add it to stack and wait for

end ’ .

16 else if (str[index] == ’\’’ && stack.Count == 0)

17 stack.Push(index);

18 // If the char is the end ’, add the transformed form to

new list.

19 else if (str[index] == ’\’’ && stack.Count == 1)

20 {

21 int start = stack.Pop();

22
23 // If the string between ’’ is the first in strList.

24 if (strList.Count == 0)

25 {

26 strList.Add(str.Substring(start+1, index - start - 1));

27 newStr += "@str" + strList.Count.ToString ();

28 }

29 // If the string exists in the current strList

30 else if (strList.IndexOf(str.Substring(start + 1, index -

start - 1)) != -1)
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31 newStr += "@str" + (strList.IndexOf(str.Substring(start

+ 1, index - start - 1)) + 1).ToString ();

32 // If the string doesn ’t exist in the current list , add

it to strList.

33 else if (strList.IndexOf(str.Substring(start + 1, index -

start - 1)) == -1)

34 {

35 strList.Add(str.Substring(start + 1, index - start -

1));

36 newStr += "@str" + strList.Count.ToString ();

37 }

38 }

39 }

40 return newStr;

41 }

42
43 // Transform arithmetic operations to predicate form

44 public static string transArithOp(String str)

45 {

46 // Define a random predicate name.

47 string newstr = "randomPredName(";

48
49 // To match the predicate form p(...).

50 MatchCollection mc = Regex.Matches(str ,

@"[@a-zA-Z0 -9_]+\([@a-zA-Z0 -9_, ]+\)");

51
52 // To match comparison and equal operations

53 if (mc.Count == 0 && (str.Contains("is")||

54 str.Contains("=")||

55 str.Contains("<")||

56 str.Contains(">")))

57 {

58 // To match every simple term in the expression

59 MatchCollection mc2 = Regex.Matches(str , @"[a-zA-Z0 -9_]+");

60
61 foreach (Match s in mc2)

62 {

63 // The "is" will be matched by regex , so remove it here.

64 if(s.Value != "is")

65 {

66 newstr += s.Value;

67 }

68 }

69 newstr += ")";

70 }

71 return newstr;

72 }

73
74 public static string removeRedundantPar(string str)

75 {

76 for (int i = 0; i < str.Length; i++)

77 {

78 if (str[i] == ’(’)

79 {

80 if (i == 0)
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81 {

82 int j = parenthesesGetter.getPairPos(i, str);

83
84 if (! containValidOr(str.Substring(i, j - i + 1)))

85 {

86 if (j - i - 1 == 0)

87 str = str.Remove(i, j - i + 1);

88 else

89 {

90 string newStr = str.Substring(i + 1, j - i - 1);

91 str = str.Remove(i, j - i + 1).Insert(i, newStr);

92 i--;

93 }

94 }

95 }

96 // If the ’(’ is after an predicate name , then don ’t

remove it.

97 else if(!Regex.IsMatch(str[i-1]. ToString (),

@"^[a-zA-Z0 -9_]+$"))

98 {

99 int j = parenthesesGetter.getPairPos(i, str);

100
101 if (! containValidOr(str.Substring(i, j - i + 1)))

102 {

103 if (j - i - 1 == 0)

104 str = str.Remove(i, j - i + 1);

105 else

106 {

107 //Get the text between ’(’ and ’)’ and insert them

with "()"

108 string newStr = str.Substring(i + 1, j - i - 1);

109 str = str.Remove(i, j - i + 1).Insert(i, newStr);

110 i--;

111 }

112 }

113 }

114 }

115 }

116
117 return str;

118 }

119
120 //To check whether the a pair of parentheses contains or -’;’ at

the same level.

121 public static bool containValidOr(string str)

122 {

123 bool value = false;

124
125 for (int i = 0; i < str.Length; i++)

126 {

127 if (str[i] == ’;’)

128 {

129 if (parenthesesGetter.getDepth(i, str) == 1)

130 {

131 value = true;
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132 break;

133 }

134 }

135 }

136 return value;

137 }

138
139 // To check if a list of clause has or operator.

140 public static int orPosinClause(List <string > list)

141 {

142 int pos = -1;

143
144 for (int i = 0; i < list.Count; i++)

145 {

146 if (list[i]. Contains (’;’))

147 {

148 pos = i;

149 break;

150 }

151 }

152
153 return pos;

154 }

155
156 /* Remove the or operator(semicolon) through separate

157 * the body of clause accourding to ;’s position and

158 * remove the separated part until there is no ; in the

159 * clause body list.

160 */

161 public static List <string > removeOr(string str ,string head)

162 {

163 //Add origin body of the rule to a string list

164 List <string > List = new List <string >() { str };

165
166 // If a string contains ";", return the index of it in the

list

167 while (orPosinClause(List) != -1)

168 {

169 // Get thr string from list

170 string tempStr = List[orPosinClause(List)];

171
172 // Get the position of ";" in a string.

173 int posOfSemicolon = tempStr.IndexOf (’;’);

174
175 // If the ";" is included by "()", then get the position of

them.

176 int[] beforeandAfter =

parenthesesGetter.getBeforeandAfter(posOfSemicolon ,

tempStr);

177
178 // If no "()" surround the ";".

179 if (beforeandAfter [0] == -1)

180 {

181 // Remove origin clause

182 List.RemoveAt(orPosinClause(List));
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183 // Add the sub -clause after ";" to list.

184 List.Insert(orPosinClause(List) + 1 ,

tempStr.Substring(posOfSemicolon + 1).Trim());

185 // Add the sub -clause before ";" to list.

186 List.Insert(orPosinClause(List) + 1, tempStr.Substring(0,

posOfSemicolon).Trim() + ".");

187 }

188 else // Otherwis do the separation in the deepest "()".

189 {

190 // The position of "(".

191 int start = beforeandAfter [0];

192 // The position of ")"

193 int end = beforeandAfter [1];

194
195 // The part before ";" in "( )".

196 string newInsert1 = "(" + tempStr.Substring(start + 1,

posOfSemicolon - start - 1).Trim() + ")";

197 // Try removing redundant "()" as the new added "()"

above could be redundant.

198 string newStr1 = removeRedundantPar(tempStr.Remove(start ,

end - start + 1).Insert(start , newInsert1));

199
200 // The part after ";" in "( )".

201 string newInsert2 = "(" +

tempStr.Substring(posOfSemicolon + 1, end -

posOfSemicolon - 1).Trim() + ")";

202 string newStr2 = removeRedundantPar(tempStr.Remove(start ,

end - start + 1).Insert(start , newInsert2));

203
204 List.RemoveAt(orPosinClause(List));

205 List.Insert(orPosinClause(List) + 1, newStr2);

206 List.Insert(orPosinClause(List) + 1, newStr1);

207 }

208 }

209
210 return List;

211 }

212 }

The clauseStandardization Class

1 public static class clauseStandardization

2 {

3 public static string List(string str)

4 {

5 return standardize(getEveryPred(str));

6 }

7
8 /* This method standardize the clause after the original

9 * clause has been transformed into a list of predicates

10 * through the getEveryPred method.

11 */

12 public static string standardize(List <string > slist)
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13 {

14 // The string which stores the transformed clause

15 string clauseStr = "";

16 // This list has all arguments from a clause without

duplicate items.

17 List <string > argsList = getAllArgs(slist).Distinct ().ToList ();

18
19 // For every predicates in the clause list.

20 for (int i = 0; i < slist.Count; i++)

21 {

22 string argStr = "";

23
24 // The rgex is used to extract the content between ’(’ & ’)’

25 Match argsmatch = Regex.Match(slist[i], @"

26 \( # Match (

27 (

28 [^()]+ # all chars except ()

29 | (?<Level >\() # or if ( then Level += 1

30 | (?<-Level >\)) # or if ) then Level -= 1

31 )+ # Repeat (to go from inside to outside)

32 (?( Level)(?!)) # zero -width negative lookahead assertion

33 \) # Match )",

34 RegexOptions.IgnorePatternWhitespace);

35
36 // Remove the start ’(’ & ’)’ and then get every argument

in the predicate;

37 string [] tempArr = argsmatch.Value.Substring(1,

argsmatch.Value.Length - 2).Split(’,’);

38
39 /* For each argument in the array list of arguments ,

40 * assign an index to it according to the previous

41 * argument list of the whole clause.

42 */

43 foreach (string s in tempArr)

44 {

45 if (s.Trim() != "_")

46 {

47 if (argsList.IndexOf(s.Trim()) != -1)

48 argStr += "X" + (argsList.IndexOf(s.Trim()) +

1).ToString () + ",";

49 }

50 else

51 {

52 if (argsList.IndexOf("@anony" +

anonymousIndex.ToString ()) != -1)

53 {

54 argStr += "X" + (argsList.IndexOf("@anony" +

anonymousIndex.ToString ()) + 1).ToString () + ",";

55 anonymousIndex ++;

56 }

57 }

58 }

59
60 // According to the position i, to decide the NO. of each

predicate.
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61 if (argStr.Length != 0)

62 {

63 // Length - 1 is to remove the last char ’,’.

64 argStr = "(" + argStr.Substring(0, argStr.Length - 1) +

")";

65
66 if (i == 0)

67 {

68 clauseStr += "h" + argStr + " :-";

69 }

70 else if (i == slist.Count - 1)

71 {

72 clauseStr += " p" + i.ToString () + argStr + ".";

73 }

74 else

75 {

76 clauseStr += " p" + i.ToString () + argStr + ",";

77 }

78 }

79 // If the predicate doesn ’t have arguments , then remove it.

80 else

81 {

82 if (i == slist.Count - 1)

83 {

84 clauseStr = clauseStr.Substring (0, clauseStr.Length -

1) + ".";

85 }

86 slist.RemoveAt(i);

87
88 /* The index i should return to last value after

89 * removing current value.

90 */

91 i--;

92 }

93
94 }

95 return clauseStr;

96 }

97
98 // Extract every predicate from the clause to the list by reges.

99 public static List <string > getEveryPred(string str)

100 {

101 List <string > slist = new List <string >();

102
103 // To match the predicate form p(...).

104 MatchCollection mc = Regex.Matches(str ,

@"[@a -zA -Z0 -9_]+\([@a -zA -Z0 -9_, ]+\)");

105
106 foreach (Match s in mc)

107 {

108 slist.Add(s.Value);

109 }

110
111 return slist;

112 }
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113
114 // Get all arguments from a list of predicates in one rule.

115 public static List <string > getAllArgs(List <string > list)

116 {

117 List <string > strList = new List <string >();

118 string tempStr = "";

119
120 // Every predicate

121 foreach (string pred in list.GetRange(1,list.Count - 1))

122 {

123 // The rgex is used to extract the content between ’(’ & ’)’

124 MatchCollection mc = Regex.Matches(str , @"

125 \( # Match (

126 (

127 [^()]+ # all chars except ()

128 | (?<Level >\() # or if ( then Level += 1

129 | (?<-Level >\)) # or if ) then Level -= 1

130 )+ # Repeat (to go from inside to

outside)

131 (?( Level)(?!)) # zero -width negative lookahead

assertion

132 \) # Match )",

133 RegexOptions.IgnorePatternWhitespace);

134
135 // Put all arguments from differeny predicates together.

136 foreach (Match item in mc)

137 {

138 string temp = item.Value.ToString ();

139 tempStr += temp.Substring(1, temp.Length - 2) + ",";

140 }

141 }

142
143 /* Length - 1 is used to remove the last char ’,’ as previous

144 * block adds it. And get every argument into the list through

145 * splitting by ’,’.

146 */

147 string [] tempArr = tempStr.Substring(0, tempStr.Length -

1).Split(’,’);

148
149 // Unbound arguments ‘_’ should be identified.

150 int anonymousIndex = 0;

151
152 foreach (string s in tempArr)

153 {

154 if (s.Trim() != "_")

155 strList.Add(s.Trim());

156 else

157 {

158 strList.Add("@anony"+anonymousIndex.ToString ());

159 anonymousIndex ++;

160 }

161 }

162
163 return strList;

164 }
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165 }

The parenthesesGetter Class

1 public static class parenthesesGetter

2 {

3
4 // Get the depth of a char in parentheses

5 public static int getDepth(int pos , string str)

6 {

7 Stack <int > stack = new Stack <int >();

8
9 for (int i = 0; i <= pos; i++)

10 {

11 if (str[i] == ’(’)

12 {

13 stack.Push(i);

14 }

15 else if (str[i] == ’) ’)

16 {

17 int temp = stack.Pop();

18 }

19 }

20
21 if (str[pos] == ’(’)

22 {

23 return stack.Count - 1;

24 }

25 else

26 return stack.Count;

27 }

28
29 // Get the position of ’)’ for corresponding ’)’

30 public static int getPairPos(int pos , string str)

31 {

32 Stack <int > stack = new Stack <int >();

33
34 int value = -1;

35
36 for (int i = 0; i <= pos; i++)

37 {

38 if (str[i] == ’(’)

39 {

40 stack.Push(i);

41 }

42 else if (str[i] == ’)’)

43 {

44 int temp = stack.Pop();

45 }

46 }

47
48 for (int i = pos + 1; i < str.Length; i++)

49 {
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50 if (str[i] == ’(’)

51 {

52 stack.Push(i);

53 }

54 else if (str[i] == ’) ’)

55 {

56 if (stack.Pop() == pos)

57 {

58 value = i;

59 break;

60 }

61 }

62 }

63
64 return value;

65 }

66
67 // Get the position of deepest () that include the char

68 public static int[] getBeforeandAfter(int pos , string str)

69 {

70 int[] beforeandAfter = new int[] {-1, -1};

71 Stack <int > stack = new Stack <int >();

72
73 if (str[pos] == ’(’)

74 {

75 for (int i = 0; i < pos; i++)

76 {

77 if (str[i] == ’(’)

78 {

79 stack.Push(i);

80 }

81 else if (str[i] == ’)’)

82 {

83 int temp = stack.Pop();

84 }

85 }

86 }

87 else

88 {

89 for (int i = 0; i <= pos; i++)

90 {

91 if (str[i] == ’(’)

92 {

93 stack.Push(i);

94 }

95 else if (str[i] == ’)’)

96 {

97 int temp = stack.Pop();

98 }

99 }

100 }

101
102 if(getDepth(pos , str) > 0)

103 {
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104 //Only check the value of top stack , so use Peak() instead

of Pop()

105 beforeandAfter [0] = stack.Peek();

106 beforeandAfter [1] = getPairPos(beforeandAfter [0], str);

107 }

108
109 return beforeandAfter;

110 }

111 }

The extractRule Class

1 public static class extractRule

2 {

3 //To extract all clause which are standard rule , base on ":-"

and the end symbol "."

4 public static List <string > List(List <string > slist)

5 {

6 List <string > newlist = new List <string >() { };

7
8 // Remove all comments before extracting clauses.

9 slist = filterComments.List(slist);

10
11 for (int index = 0; index < slist.Count; index++ )

12 {

13 int position = slist[index].Trim().IndexOf(":-");

14 string tempStr = "";

15
16 if (position != -1 && position > 0)

17 {

18 if (isNotHead(slist[index].Trim(),position))

19 {}

20 else

21 {

22 /* For the clause whose head and body are not in

23 * the same line. Such as:

24 * p:-

25 * q1, q2.

26 */

27 if (position == slist[index].Trim().Count() - 2)

28 {

29 tempStr = slist[index].Trim() + "\r\n";

30 }

31 /* For the clause whose head and body or part of

32 * body are in the same line. Such as:

33 * p:- q1,

34 * q2.

35 */

36 else

37 {

38 tempStr = slist[index].Trim().Substring(0, position +

2) + "\r\n" +
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slist[index ].Trim().Substring(position +

2).Trim() + ’ ’;

39 }

40
41
42 for (int index2 = index; index2 < slist.Count; index2 ++)

43 {

44 if (index2 > index)

45 {

46 tempStr += slist[index2 ].Trim() + ’ ’;

47 }

48
49 // ’.’ at the last element of the string.

50 if (slist[index2 ].Trim()[slist[index2 ].Trim().Length

- 1] == ’.’)

51 {

52 index = index2;

53
54 // Transform the string ’...’ in the code to other

form.

55 tempStr = clauseTransformation.transString(tempStr);

56
57 string head = tempStr.Substring(0,

tempStr.IndexOf(":-") + 2);

58
59 /* Clauses which are higher order programming or

contain

60 *numeric operators and list "[...]" will be

excluded.

61 *Using try -catch is to ignore other unexpected error

62 *during running.

63 */

64 try

65 {

66 string body = getClauseBody(tempStr);

67 List <string > bodyList =

clauseTransformation.removeOr(body ,head);

68
69 foreach (string bodyStr in bodyList)

70 {

71 /* Ensure the predicate in body has one argument

at

72 *least and more than one predicates , predicates

which

73 *has procedural keywords will also be excluded.

74 */

75 if (bodyStr.Contains("(") &&

bodyStr.Contains(")") &&

76 numberofPred(bodyStr) > 1 &&

!isInappropriate(tempStr) &&

77 !bodyStr.Contains(":") &&

noNumericOperator(bodyStr) &&

78 !tempStr.Contains (’[’) &&

!hasStructure(tempStr))

79 {
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80 newlist.Add(head + "\r\n" + bodyStr);

81 }

82 }

83
84 }

85 catch (InvalidOperationException ex) { }

86
87 break;

88 }

89 }

90 }

91 }

92 }

93 return newlist;

94 }

95
96 /*If the head of clause doesn ’t have any argument or

97 *take special characters , they won ’t be considered.

98 */

99 public static bool isNotHead(string str , int pos)

100 {

101 bool value = false;

102 // Using the regex to extract text between nested parentheses.

103 var regex = new Regex(@"

104 \( # Match (

105 (

106 [^()]+ # all chars except ()

107 | (?<Level >\() # or if ( then Level += 1

108 | (?<-Level >\)) # or if ) then Level -= 1

109 )+ # Repeat (to go from inside to outside)

110 (?( Level)(?!)) # zero -width negative lookahead

assertion

111 \) # Match )",

112 RegexOptions.IgnorePatternWhitespace);

113
114 List <string > keywords = new List <string > {"+", "-", "*", "/",

"<",

115 ">", "=", ":", ".", "&",

116 "~"};

117
118 MatchCollection mc = regex.Matches(str.Substring (0,pos));

119
120 if (mc.Count != 1)

121 {

122 value = true;

123 }

124 else

125 {

126 foreach (string keyword in keywords)

127 {

128 if (str.Substring(0,pos).Contains(keyword))

129 {

130 value = true;

131 break;

132 }
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133 }

134 }

135
136 return value;

137 }

138
139 // According to keyowrd filter out clause that are procedural.

140 public static bool isInappropriate(string str)

141 {

142 bool value = false;

143
144 List <string > keywords = new List <string > {"foreach(",

"fromto(", "assert",

145 "retract", "write(", "read(", "findall", "setof", "bagof",

"for(",

146 "!","writeln(","tcl","->","\"","functor(","call(","arg(","=.."};

147
148 foreach (string keyword in keywords)

149 {

150 if (str.Contains(keyword))

151 {

152 value = true;

153 break;

154 }

155 }

156
157 return value;

158 }

159
160 // To exclude the structure , like the form: p(...,q(...) ,...)

161 public static bool hasStructure(string str)

162 {

163 bool value= false;

164
165 for (int i = 0; i < str.Length; i++)

166 {

167 if (str[i] == ’(’&& parenthesesGetter.getDepth(i,str) > 0)

168 {

169 value = true;

170 break;

171 }

172 }

173
174 return value;

175 }

176
177 /* Numeric operatores are often used in a procedural way

178 * and combilog doesn ’t include numeric operatores , so

179 * any clause that contains these operators should be

180 * excluded.

181 */

182 public static bool noNumericOperator(string str)

183 {

184 bool value = true;

185
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186 List <string > keywords = new List <string > { " is ", "=", ">",

"<"};

187
188 foreach (string keyword in keywords)

189 {

190 if (str.Contains(keyword))

191 {

192 value = false;

193 break;

194 }

195 }

196
197 return value;

198 }

199
200 /* As a line break was added after :- at in each clause , so

201 * it ’s convenient to use line break to separate the head and

202 * body.

203 */

204 public static string getClauseBody(string str)

205 {

206 string [] words = Regex.Split(str , "\r\n");

207
208 return words [1]. Trim();

209 }

210
211 // Check the number of predicates in a string.

212 public static int numberofPred(string str)

213 {

214 MatchCollection mc = Regex.Matches(str , @"[a-zA-Z0 -9_]+\(");

215
216 return mc.Count;

217 }

218 }

The statistics Class

1 public class statistics

2 {

3 // The input clause.

4 private string clause;

5
6 // Use list to store statistics

7 private List <int > list = new List <int >();

8
9 public statistics(string str)

10 {

11 clause = str;

12 }

13 public List <int > List

14 {

15 get { return list; }

16 set { list = value; }
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17 }

18
19 // A predicate could contain duplicate arguments ,

20 // we use this value to mark it.

21 private bool containDup = false;

22
23 public bool ContainDup

24 {

25 get { return containDup; }

26 set { containDup = value; }

27 }

28
29 // Collect relevant statistics.

30 public void run()

31 {

32 List <string > predList =

clauseStandardization.getEveryPred(clause);

33 List <string > head = new List <string >() {predList [0]};

34 List <string > headArgs =

clauseStandardization.getAllArgs(head);

35
36 // Remove the head predicate.

37 predList.RemoveAt (0);

38
39 List <string > body = predList;

40 List <string > bodyArgs =

clauseStandardization.getAllArgs(body);

41 Dictionary <string , int > argsFreqMapping = new

Dictionary <string , int >();

42
43 // Generate the mapping between arguments and frequency.

44 foreach (var grp in bodyArgs.GroupBy(i => i))

45 {

46 argsFreqMapping.Add(grp.Key , grp.Count ());

47 }

48
49 // The first in list is number of body predicates.

50 list.Add(predList.Count);

51 int newArgs = 0;

52 int comArgs = 0;

53 int uniArgs = 0;

54
55 // Collect data from head

56 foreach (string str in headArgs)

57 {

58 if (argsFreqMapping.ContainsKey(str))

59 {

60 if (argsFreqMapping[str] == 1)

61 uniArgs ++;

62 else if (argsFreqMapping[str] > 1)

63 comArgs ++;

64 }

65 else

66 newArgs ++;

67 }
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68
69 list.Add(newArgs);

70 list.Add(uniArgs);

71 list.Add(comArgs);

72
73 // Collect data from body.

74 foreach(string bodyPred in body)

75 {

76 int comArgs1 = 0;

77 int uniArgs1 = 0;

78 List <string > argsList =

79 clauseStandardization.getAllArgs(new List <string >() {

bodyPred });

80
81 if (argsList.Count != argsList.Distinct ().ToList ().Count)

82 containDup = true;

83
84 foreach (string str in argsList)

85 {

86 if (argsFreqMapping[str] == 1)

87 uniArgs1 ++;

88 else if (argsFreqMapping[str] > 1)

89 comArgs1 ++;

90 }

91
92 list.Add(uniArgs1);

93 list.Add(comArgs1);

94 list.Add(uniArgs1 + comArgs1);

95 }

96
97 // Calculate the number of common arguments.

98 int comArgsSum = 0;

99 foreach (var args in argsFreqMapping)

100 {

101 if (args.Value > 1)

102 comArgsSum ++;

103 }

104 list.Add(comArgsSum);

105 }

106 }
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Appendix B Combilog Code Example

The Cousin Clause in Combilog

1 % Facts (We define them directly here.)

2 apply(parent ,[’Willie ’,’Helen ’]).

3 apply(parent ,[’Willie ’,’Aaron ’]).

4 apply(parent ,[’Donna’,’Scott ’]).

5 apply(parent ,[’Kathryn ’,’Michael ’]).

6 apply(parent ,[’Kathryn ’,’Craig ’]).

7 apply(parent ,[’Maria ’,’Jimmy ’]).

8 apply(parent ,[’Maria ’,’Charles ’]).

9 apply(sibling ,[’Maria ’,’Willie ’]).

10 apply(sibling ,[’Donna ’,’Kathryn ’]).

11
12 % Elementary Predicate

13
14 % Definition of make projection

15 % Here we use the escapse character of ‘_’ to avoid the

16 % conflict with predefined ‘_ ’.

17 apply(make ([2,\_,1,\_],P) ,[X2,_,X1,_]):- apply(P,[X1,X2]).

18 apply(make ([\_,2,\_,1],P) ,[_,X2,_,X1]):- apply(P,[X1,X2]).

19 apply(make ([\_,\_,1,2],P) ,[_,_,X1,X2]):- apply(P,[X1,X2]).

20 apply(make ([1,2],P) ,[X1,X2]):-apply(P,[X1,X2,X3,X4]).

21
22 % Definition of and combinator for triple predicates.

23 apply(and(P,Q,R),Argslist):-

24 apply(P,Argslist),

25 apply(Q,Argslist),

26 apply(R,Argslist).

27
28 % The and_ff operator.

29 apply(and_ff(P,Q),ArgsList):-

30 apply(P,[H|T1]),

31 apply(Q,[H|T2]),

32 append(T1 ,T2 ,ArgsList).

33
34 % The and_lf operator.

35 apply(and_lf(P,Q),ArgsList):-

36 apply(P,T1),

37 separate_last_elem(T1,T2,H),

38 apply(Q,[H|T3]),

39 append(T2 ,T3 ,ArgsList).

40
41 % The and_ll operator.

42 apply(and_ll(P,Q),ArgsList):-

43 apply(P,T1),

44 separate_last_elem(T1,T2,H),
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45 apply(Q,T3),

46 separate_last_elem(T3,T4,H),

47 append(T2 ,T4 ,ArgsList).

48
49 % An universal and combinator called and_u , where

50 % predicate identifiers are put in a list.

51 apply(and_u ([]),Argslist):- true.

52
53 apply(and_u([H|T]),Argslist):-

54 apply(H,Argslist),

55 apply(and_u(T),Argslist).

56
57 % The corresponding or combinator in universal form.

58 apply(or_u ([]),Argslist):- fail.

59
60 apply(or_u([H|T]),Argslist):-

61 apply(H,Argslist);

62 apply(or_u(T),Argslist).

63
64 % The and[N] based universal and.

65 apply(and_N(N,Predlist),NArgslist):-

66 apply(and_u(Predlist),Argslist),

67 get_first_n_elem(N,NArgslist ,Argslist).

68
69 % The join operator.

70 apply(join ([-[1,\_,1],-[\_,1,2]],P,Q,R) ,[X3,X4]):-

71 apply(P,[X1 ,X3]),

72 apply(Q,[X2 ,X4]),

73 apply(R,[X1 ,X2]).

74
75 % Definiation of cousin for different types of combinator.

76 apply(cousin_and ,ArgsList):-

77 apply(make ([1,2],

78 and(make([2,_,1,_],parent),

79 make([_,2,_,1], parent),

80 make([_,_,1,2], sibling))),ArgsList).

81
82 apply(cousin_and_lf ,ArgsList):-

83 apply(and_ff(parent , and_lf(sibling , parent)),ArgsList).

84
85 apply(cousin_and_u ,ArgsList):-

86 apply(make ([1,2],

87 and_u([make([2,_,1,_],parent),

88 make([_,2,_,1], parent),

89 make([_,_,1,2], sibling)])),ArgsList).

90
91 apply(cousin_and_2 ,ArgsList):-

92 apply(and_N(2,[make([2,_,1,_],parent),
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93 make([_,2,_,1], parent),

94 make([_,_,1,2], sibling)]),ArgsList).

95
96 apply(cousin_join ,[X1 ,X2]):-

97 apply(join([-[1,_,1],-[_,1,2]],parent ,parent ,sibling),

98 [X1 ,X2]).

99
100 % To get first N arguments from a list.

101 get_first_n_elem (0,[],_).

102
103 get_first_n_elem(N,[H|T],[H|R]):-

104 get_first_n_elem(M,T,R),

105 N is M + 1.

106
107 % Separate the last elem from a list.

108 separate_last_elem ([Last],[],Last).

109
110 separate_last_elem ([H|R],[H|L],Last):-

111 separate_last_elem(R,L,Last).

112
113 % Append two list.

114 append ([],L,L).

115 append ([H|T],L2 ,[H|L3]):-

116 append(T,L2 ,L3).

117
118 % Test predicates.

119 cousin_and(X,Y):- apply(cousin_and ,[X,Y]).

120 cousin_and_lf(X,Y):- apply(cousin_and_lf ,[X,Y]).

121 cousin_and_u(X,Y):- apply(cousin_and_u ,[X,Y]).

122 cousin_and_2(X,Y):- apply(cousin_and_2 ,[X,Y]).

123 cousin_join(X,Y):- apply(cousin_join ,[X,Y]).
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